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Politics not in forseeable future for Rudolph
By TOM BERRY
work at Rudolph's,"
Staff Writer
he said of his busiMurray
businessman
Robbie nesses. "I'm going to
Rudolph says he will spend the next finish this and leave
five weeks in Frankfort helping Gov. when the Governor
-Ernie Fletcher with the gubernatorial leaves. We had a cabitransition and then will head back home net
meeting
to Murray and attend to the family busi- (Wednesday)
and
ness.
talked about the transiHe said during an interview tion. I'm going to
Wednesday that he intends to give his work
with
their
Rudolph
family all of his attention for the fore- (Beshear's) chief of
seeable future.
staff and secretary of the cabinet to
1 want to get home and get back to make their transition smooth."

Weekend will
have double
patriotic flavor
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Those who want to take part
in a patriotic rally of support for
the county's active duty and veteran military personnel will get
a double opportunity Saturday
morning.
Both the fourth annual
Veteran's Day Parade and a predeployment send-off ceremony
for Murray's 438th Military
Police Company at Murray
High School will take place at
10 a.m. The public is urged to
participate in the event of their
.ch
ittiiparvor the" wad* will
officially kick of at 9 a.m, with
members of Murray's Veterans
of Foreign Wars Post 6291 presenting the "ringing of the bell"
in honor of deceased MurrayCalloway County veterans on
the courthouse square. A short
ceremony will follow with state
Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray;

State Rep. Melvin Henley, DMurray; former state VFW
commander Brian Duffy and
Jeremy Ballard, commander of
Murray State University's
ROTC Program, scheduled to
speak.
The parade will begin around
10 a.m, and will march down
Main Street from Memorial
Baptist Church to Courthouse
Square.
Local,
VFW
Post
Commander Dave Foley said
Wednesday that this year's
parade will feature many auraega;some cwhich will return
ols
"Of course the main attraction is our veterans. That's what
it's all about," he said. "I don't
know how many we will have
this year, but we've invited
them all to come out and be
with us in the parade Saturday."

III See Page 2A

Rudolph and his wife Lisa, a registered nurse, have two children, Mallory
and Grant.
Fletcher and Rudolph lost a bid
Tuesday for another term in the governor's mansion. Rudolph, who initially
was appointed by Fletcher as secretary
of the finance and administration cabinet and then secretary of the executive
cabinet before becoming his lieutenant
governor running mate, said he has no
plans to run for any kind of office any
time soon.
"No, I have no plans to do that,"

Rudolph said. "I can tell you that
would never run for a legislative office.
That's just not me."
Rudolph was chosen as Fletcher's
running mate for the election following
the resignation of former Lt. Gov. Steve
Pence. During his four years in
Frankfort, Rudolph was credited with
envisioning a plan to consolidate similar services, such as information technology, under a single agency. The plan
resulted in a reduction in the number of
contract employees, reduced costs for
hardware and software and improved

triton-nation exchange between state
government agencies, other branches of
government and the general public,
according to the governor's Web site.
Dufing his tenure as finance secretary, he also spearheaded an effort to
collect the estimated $1 billion in delinquent
taxes
owed
to
the
Commonwealth.
His initial step into the political
world was as the lieutenant governor
running mate with fellow Republican

II See Page 2A

EMERGENCY STAND-BY

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Law enforcement officials, members of the Murray Fire Department and workers with Murray Municipal Utilities responded to
a reported gas line rupture Wednesday morning at the corner of 13th and Poplar streets. The scene was cleared after several minutes. No other information was immediately available.

Murray State students advance
in music video competition

k at
sante
eastying
'n the

MSU News Bureau

HOLLY WISEJLedger arld Times

Jonathan Torsak, third from right, receives his invitation Wednesday from the U.S. Army AllAmerican Marching Band to participate in January's All-American Bowl Halftime Show in the
Alamodome in San Antonio, Texas. Torsak is one of 91 high school senior marching musicians selected throughout the country for this honor.

CCHS student picked to play in All-American Band
Staff Report
Calloway County High School student
Jonathan Torsak has been selected to be a member
of the inaugural U.S. Army All-American
Marching Band, an honor celebrating the values
and strengths these standouts share with Army
Strong soldiers.
Torsak will join a group of elite marching
musicians selected to perform in the U.S. Army
All-American Bowl Halftime show on Saturday,
Jan. 5, 2(X)8 at the Alamodome in San Antonio,
Texas, according to a press release from the AllAmerican Marching Band.
The U.S. Army All-American Marching Band

recognizes the top 91 high school senior marching
musicians from across the country and to showcase their talents during the largest celebration of
high school football in America, the U.S. Army
All-American Bowl, the release indicated.
Torsak was presented with his uniform during
a ceremony at Calloway County High School yesterday. He also received his formal invitation to
travel to Texas and play with the band.
"We are proud to recognize Jonathan for his
dedication and commitment to excellence in

•See Page 2A

Casie Janet and The Bloom
have advanced to the next round
of competition in Country
Music
Television's
City
Music
Madness
2
contest. After
fan votes were
tallied from the
first round, the
field of contestants
was
narrowed from
64 to 32 to see
Janet
could
who
become country's next big star.
Votes may now be cast in round
two
at
http://www.cmt.com/interact/m
usic_city_madness/vote/
through noon on Nov. 12.
The contest began in October
with CMT.com selecting the top
64 acts from hundreds of videos
featuring original songs that
were submitted. Fans determine
the winners of each round by
voting for their favorite act. The
winning artist will receive an
all-expense paid trip to CMT's
Nashville studio to record an
episode of Unplugged at Studio
330 and will perform their own
showcase for A&R executives
from SONY/BMG Nashville.
Janet and three members of
The Bloom are students at
Murray State University. Earlier
in their career, The Bloom went
by the name Transparent and
that is the name voters will see

listed with Janet on the contest
block.
Although this is her first
video, Janet is no stranger to
music. Growing up in Cape
Girardeau, Mo., Janet has been
entertaining and sharing her
love of music since hopping on
stage for the first time at age
five. She has played the role of
"Maria" in West Side Story.
received first runner-up in the
Gaither
Gospel
Talent
Competition and has been a part
of Sing America Sing music
dinner
theatre
in
Cape
Girardeau since she was 10years-old. She currently performs at Grand Rivers, Ky., in a
two hour Branson-style show
called
"Variety!
Music
Memories, and More" that
includes everything from coun-

try to gospel and Motown to
disco.
She is also a member of the
MSU Racer Girls Dance Team.
Janet, a senior nursing major,
says she has recorded several
demos but this is her first big
break working with a major production company like CMT.
"Although 1 enjoy performing, 1 have tried to remain
focused on my education and
am looking forward to graduating from Murray State," Janet
said. "A friend of mine, who is
also a songwriter, mentioned the
contest to me. We collaborated
on the song "Don't Tell Me
Goodbye," recorded it with The
Bloom, and shot the video in

II See Page 2A

The Bloom
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Holiday Open House;'
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Now Available, UBC fitness
courses for Children and Adults
733-6111 •807 Coldwater Road, Murray K1,

sftscIIss
Carless V Cook's name was
misspelled in Wednesday's
Ledger.
The Murruy Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It IS
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error. please call 7531916.

Date rape chemical
found in Aqua Dots toys
-- A woman whose toddler son ingested a popular toy that
t
contains a chentical that turns into a powerful "date rape" drug
when eaten said Thursday she knew he was ill when he began to
stumble, seemed drunk and started vomiting.
The mother, Shelby Esses, said her 20-month-old son Jacob, fell
down and was limp after getting into his older sister's Aqua Dots, a
Chinese-made toy recalled Wednesday by the Consumer Product
Safety ('ommission.
"And that's when we knew what he had eaten and that things
were pretty bad." she told ABC's "Good Morning America."
Aqua Dots, a highly popular holiday toy sold by Australia-based
Moose Enterprises, are beads that can be arranged into designs and
fused when sprayed with water. The toy was pulled from shelves in
North American and Australia after scientists found they contain a
chemical that converts into a dangerous drug when eaten. Two children in the U.S. and three in Australia were hospitalized after swallowing the beads.
Scientists say a chemical coating on the beads, when ingested,
metabolizes into the so-called date rape drug gamma hydroity
butyrate.

NOTICE
IN The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
tonight at 6 at Calloway
County Middle School Items
on the agenda include the
election of a board member
to serve on the 2008-09
Calendar Committee, selec
tion of a board member for
the
District
Technology
Planning Committee and a
report on nutrition and physifounding of the Amazon Valley
Cal activity.
Mission Organization (AMOR),
. III The Murray City Council Rebecca Jackson during the a team of volunteer
dental and
will meet tonight at 630 at 2003 gubernatorial
campaign. medical professionals who proCity Hall Some of the items Jackson was
defeated in the vide dental work, medical care
on the agenda include an
GOP primary by Fletcher.
and eyeglasses to individuals in
Ordinance adopting a suppleRudolph is owner and presi- the very poorest areas of Brazil
ment to the Code of
Ordinances, an amendment dent of Rudolph Tire in Murray. while at the same time overseeto increase the Public Works He opened his first store in 1981 ing construction projects and
Capital Expenditure for a and expanded his business to teaching bible school in the area.
security fence on Andrus five locations. After selling the
A native of Fulton, Rudolph
Drive, the appointment of stores, Rudolph Tire turned its is a graduate of Fulton City High
Greg Mayes to the Board of focus to the wholesale industry School and attended Murray
Zoning Adjustments for a and currently does business in State University. He is a member
four-year term, and reap- 48 states, Western Europe. the a the First Baptist Church
in
pointment of Kevin Lamb to Caribbean, South America
and Murray and the
Murray
the Murray-Calloway County the Far East.
Chamber of Commerce.
Park Board for a four-year
He is also credited with the
term
The
•
Murray
Independent
Board
of
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 tonight in the central office board room of the
Carter
Administration
Building On the agenda are
music." said Col. David Lee. director of strategic communications,
consideration of an offer for
marketing and outreach for the U.S. Army Accessions Command.
technology
assistance -Our Army Strong soldiers demonstrate loyalty, duty, respect,
selfthrough the state KE TS
less service, honor. integrity, personal courage. and Jonathan has
office, a resolution for stushown
a similar dedication to his fellow hand members while showdents achievement, approval
casing treniendous skill in music."
of a non-resident contract
Torsak, a saxophone player, was selected by the U.S. Army Allwith Graves County and
American Marching Band Selection Committee, consisting of The
approval of special honors
National Association for Music Education, Drum Corps
concerning an MIS() teacher
International, head director/show coordinator Bob Buckner, and
that has been named
Kentucky Teacher of the
SponsLink.
Year
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing declared Nov. 7 "Jonathan Torsak
IP To report a Town Crier
Day" and Murray Stale band director John Fannin presented Torsak
m.C
..
:L
11.7
...422&
.
agaimar4wsistixassreausek..

One Price To Al! Dealers & Customers
No Finance • No Warranty
Sold As Is • No High Pressure • No Bull
Dealers Welcome

BUT YES, WE DO HAVE LOW, LOW PRICES!
BC

MEANS SAVINGS!

Veterans or active-duty military who want to participate can
choose to either walk or nde in
the parade. All of the county's
veterans are encouraged to
attend; particularly those that
served during World War II,
Korea and Vietnam wars.
"We really need to honor
these people," Foley said. "We
lost another 84 veterans just this
year."
Also taking part will be the
Calloway County High School
Band, the Murray High School
Band, the Calloway County
Chapter
of
the
Amencan Red Cross, the local
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, the
Murray Police Department
Honor Guard, an honor guard
composed of Civil War re-enacters that will also offer a 2I-gun
salute to veterans and there is a
possibility of a Kentucky State
Police honor guard leading the
parade.
The VFW will also provide
grilled hamburgers, sausages
and hot dogs after the parade on

the courthouse square to raise
funds to purchase a coffee pot
for the group's new meeting
place.
"It will be free of charge, but
we do ask for a small donation
to help us," Foley said. "Not
much. If all you can do is toss a
quarter or 50 cents into the pot
that will be fine."
Earlier on Saturday, veterans
are invited to a special breakfast
at Rudy's on the square from 6
a.m. until 8 a.m. Each veteran
must purchase his own breakfast; however the restaurant is
offering some special cut-rate
prices in honor of veterans.
Also, a departure ceremony
in honor 438th Military Police
Company will take place in the
Murray High School gymnasium at 10 a.m. The event is hosted by Kentucky Army National
Guard officials in Frankfort.
According to President
Nicole Thomas and Terry
Laster, members of the 438th
Family Readiness Program,
state Adjutant General Donald
Storm, Capt. Jay Todd, commander of the 438th, and

at Marshall County High
School. The Rudesills and
one afternoon. It was a last Johnson are all students in the
minute thing that worked out college of business and public
affairs at
Murray
quite well for us."
State
Traces of the MSU campus University. Powell attends the
are also incorporated throughout University of Louisville. All are
the video with shots of Stewart seniors.
Heavy into the Christian rock
Stadium. the pedestrian bridge
near the ('urns Center and style, teaming up with Janet for
the CMT.com video was their
more.
For the time being Janet is first dip into country music.
taking it one day at a time, "Even though the song is counenjoying the excitement of shar- try, we feel the music really
ing her music and looking for- reflects our style," Jordan said.
ward to graduating from MSU "It was exciting taking some
in May 2008. She says she does- basic chords and lyrics and
n't have any plans at this point making the actual music our
to make music her main career, own."
Jordan said when the band
but she will always continue
initially started performing they
singing and performing.
Jan-od and Jordan Rudesill, were known as "Transparent,"
Patrick Johnson and Andrew but have since changed their
Powell have been performing name to The Bloom. This has
together since their senior year caused some confusion with the
former name being listed on the

Calloway
County
JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins are
scheduled to speak.
Family, friends, neighbors
and all supporters of the troops
are urged to attend. Everyone is
invited to enjoy refreshments
with the troops following the
ceremony where they will get a
chance to meet and speak to the
136 soldiers before they ship out
to Fort Dix, N.J. for training on
Sunday. The troops are expected
to spend about three months at
Fort Dix before they will be
deployed to Iraq as part of
Operation: Iraqi Freedom,
"We would love to have a
huge crowd," Laster said.
Monetary donations are now
being taken at all area Regions
Bank locations to assist in
bringing the troops back home
to Murray during the Christmas
holiday. Each of the troops must
pay at least $200 to purchase a
two-way ticket on one of three
chartered buses and the Family
Readiness group is asking for
the public's help in raising funds
to help the soldiers with the
expense.

CMT.com voting roster, but
they want fans to know that
even though the name is different on the website, votes are
being cast for The Bloom,
Like Janet, The Bloom is
enjoying the moment and not
making any concrete future
plans at the moment.
" We just want to humbly
play our music wherever God
leads us," Jordan said. They
write their own music as well as
play covers and had the opportunity to record two originals
this past summer at Hilltop
Studio in Nashville.
"We just want to stay faithful
to God and to our music and not
let the idea of 'making it' get in
the way of our purpose. Even
when we graduate and go our
separate ways we hope we will
still be able to get together on
weekends and play."
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2001 Grand Prix

$3,400

1983 Mercedes

$2,400

1998 Nissan Altima

1994 Chrysler LHS

$2,500

1997 Sub. Legacy

1998 Chev. Astro

$2,700

1997 Honda Accord

1999 Ford Taurus

$ 2,800

2003 Chev. Cavalier

$3,400
$3,500
$4,200
$4,300
$4,500

1995 Ford Explorer

$2,900

2003 Chev. Cavalier

1996 Chev. Blazer

$2,900

2002 Chrysler Concord ....$4,500

1994 Jeep Cherokee

$2,900

2000 Dodge Pickup

1999 Choy. Work Van

$2,900

2005 Pontiac Grand Am ....$5,800

1987 Ford Bus

$ 2,900

2005 Pontiac Grand Am ....$ 5,900

1997 Mercury Mountain..,•$2,900

1991 GMC Bucket Truck ..49,900

$5,500

$2,900
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Ledger file photo
This soldier marches in front of a military vehicle that was part of last year's Veteran's Day
Parade down Main Street near downtown. The parade will be held Saturday at 10 a.m. with a
special service beginning at 9 a.m on the Courthouse Square.
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Join us for a brief ceremony
including a virtual tour and a
community picture!

Friday, November 9th,
1:30 p.m. in the
MCCH Cafeteria
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Donald Owen Devinney
The funeral for Donald Owen Devinney will be Saturday at II
A./11. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family
Funeral Home. Rev.
David Cunningham will officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Lifeline Ministry. 2810 Morgan Ln., Paducah. KY
42001. Condolences
may
be sent at
www.imesmillercom.
Mr. Devinney, 36, Chestnut Street. Murray,died
Monday, Nov. 5, 2007, at 12:10 p.m. at Elvis
Presley Memorial Trauma Center, Memphis,Tenn.
Employed by Swift Roofing Company, he was
a Navy veteran of the Gulf War. His father,
DevInney
Michael Devinncy, preceded him in death. He was
born Dec. IS, 1970, in West Palm Beach, Fla.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Patricia
Rhodes Devinney, Murray; one daughter, Lillian
.,
Edith Devinney, Clinton; one brother, Michael
Devinney, Paducah; grandmother, Mrs. Edith F. Rhodes, Sebastian,
Fla.; two aunts, Mrs. Janalyn Rice and husband, Bob, Paducah. and
Mrs. Susie Mica and husband, Jerry, Sebastian, Ha.; one nephew.
Owen Radley Devinney, Paducah.
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The funeral for Mrs. Tressa Ann Vogle will be today (Thursday)
at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Jack Clark
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hickory Grove Cemetery at
Eddyville.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Vogle. 43, Benton-Birmingham Road, Benton, died
Tuesday. Nov. 6, 2007, at 12:02 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A homemaker, she had given 14 years of service at the Log
Cabin Restaurant, Murray. She was the daughter of the late George
Junior Vogle and Catherine Gipson Vogle.
Survivors include two daughters, Angela Woods and Alicia
Woods, one grandson, James Pugh, one granddaughter, Catherine
Woods, and her fiance, Gene Art Hill, all of Murray; five sisters,
Deborah Fulks, Janet English, Sandra Vogle and Carol Vogle, all of
Benton, and Beverly Stevenson, Gilbertsville; one brother, Darrell
Vogle, Benton.

Don Clifford Young
A memorial service for Don Clifford Young will be Saturday at
3 p.m. at Westview Assembly of God, Hopkinsville. Rev. Larry
Combs will officiate.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Young, 72, Greenville Road, Hopkinsville, died Wednesday,
Nov. 7, 2007, at 2:45 a.m. at his home.
He raised and showed Appaloosa horses and showed at the
World Championship several times. Born Feb. 13, 1935, he was the
son of the late David Clifford Young and Fannie Belle Dunn Young.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda J. Young, Crescent City,
Fla.; three sons, Don Young Jr., Hopkinsville, Dale Young, North
Vernon. lnd.. and Miami Young. Ca' ofton; two dausheen...Cheryk
Thomas, Hopkinsville, and Linda Robbins, Paducah; two stepsons,
David Frost, Atlanta, Ga.., and Charles Frost, Hopkinsville; 13
grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

Taylor Lee Hendon
The funeral for Taylor Lee Hendon will be today (Thursday)at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. Bro. Paul
Cannon will officiate. Burial will follow in the Pleasant Hill
Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Hendon, 63, Cadiz, died Monday. Nov. 5, 2007, at 12:25
p.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
Preceding him in death were his mother, Edith Berkley Hendon,
and one sister, Crystal Ray Hendon. He was born March I, 1944, in
Golden Pond. He was of Baptist faith.
Survivors include two sons, Jamie Hendon, Cadiz, and Terry Lee
Hendon, Princeton; four grandchildren, Hunter, Haley, Gauge and
Kendra Hendon; one stepgrandchild, Kyle Owen; his father, James
Carlon Hendon, Cadiz; two aunts, Mrs. Pauline Joyce, Cadiz, and
Mrs. Hilda Hendricks, Tennessee.

Mrs. Rebecca Kesterson Morgan
The funeral for Mrs. Rebecca Kesterson Morgan was today
(Thursday) at II a.m, in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home.
Mayfield. Rev. John Polsgrove and Rev. Claudia Polsgrove officiated. Burial was in the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian Church,
P.O. Box 7996, Mayfield. KY 42066.
Mrs. Morgan, 79, Mayfield. died Monday. Nov. 5, 2007, at 5:05
p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired reservations clerk with Frontier Air & American West
Airlines, she was a member of First Christian Church, Mayfield,
and was president of Christian Women's Fellowship. She was the
daughter of the late Bernard and Lola Ford Kesterson.
Survivors include her husband, Dr. Allison Reeves Morgan; two
stepsons, Dr. Philip Morgan, Walla Walla, Wash., and Dr. Al
Morgan, Spokane, Wash.; two sisters, Mrs. Virginia Pogue, Murray,
and Mrs. Ruth Calhoun, Fairhope, Ala.: four grandchildren, Lindsay
Morgan. Durham, N.C.. Courtney Morgan, Walla Walla, Wash., Ian
Morgan. Bellingham, Wash., and Lucas Morgan. Everette, Wash.

OBITUARIES / NATIONAL
WASHINGTON (AP) -Strained by extended tours in
Iraq, growing numbers of military reservists say the government is providing little help to
soldiers who are denied their old
jobs when they return home,
Defense
Department
data
shows.
The Pentagon survey of
reservists
in
2005-2006,
obtained by The Associated
Press, details increasing discontent among returning troops ni
protecting their legal rights after
taking leave from work to fight
for their country.
It found that 44 percent of the
reservists polled said they were
dissatisfied with how the Labor
Department handled their complaint of employment discrimination based on their military
status, up from 27 percent from
2004.
Nearly one-third, or 29 percent, said they had difficulty
getting the information they
needed from government agencies charged with protecting
their rights, while 77 percent
reported they didn't even bother
trying to get assistance in part
because they didn't think it
would make a difference.
"This is shameful because
Iraqi bullets and bombs don't
discriminate. Yet reservists face
job discrimination here in
America after serving in war,"
said Paul Sullivan, executive
director of Veterans for
Common Sense.
Legal experts say the findings might represent the tip of
the iceberg. Formal complaints
to the Labor Department by
reservists hit nearly 1,600 in
2005 - the highest number
since 1991 - not counting the
thousands more cases reported
each year to the Pentagon for
resolution by mediation.
And a bump in complaints is
likely once the Iraq war winds
down and more people come
home after an extended period
in which employers were forced
to restructure or hire new workers to cope with those on military leave, they said.
Among the survey's findings:
-About 23 percent of
reservists reported they did not
return to their old jobs in part
Alecral4e.telf .ClulaloY4f
give them prompt re-employment or their job situation
changed in some way while they
were on military leave.
-Twenty-nine percent of
those choosing not to seek help
to get their job back said it was
because it was "not worth the
fight." Another 23 percent said
they were unsure of how to file a
complaint. Others cited a lack of
confidence that they could win
(14 percent); fear of employer
reprisal (13 percent), or other
reasons (21 percent).
-Reservists reported receiving an average of 1.8 briefings
about their job rights and what
government resources were
available. This is down slightly
from the 2.0 briefings they
reported getting in 2004.
"Most of the government
investigators are too willing to
accept the employer's explanation for a worker's dismissal,"
said Sam Wright, a former
Labor Department attorney who
helped write the 1994 discrimination law protecting reservists.
"Some of it is indifference,
some of them don't understand
the laws involved," Wright said.
"But the investigators establish
for themselves this impossibly
hard standard to win a case. As a
result, reservists lose out."
Under the law, military per-

SOIlnel are prixected from job
discrimination based on their
service and are generally entitled to a five-year cumulative
leave with rights to their old
jobs
upon
their
return.
Reservists typically file a complaint first with a Pentagon
office, the Employer Support of
the Guard and Reserve (ESGR),
which seeks to resolve the dispute informally.
If that effort fails, a person
typically can go to the Labor
Department to pursue a formal
complaint and possible litigation
by the Justice Department.
A report by the American Bar
Association as early as 2004
noted problems in which the
government was "not seen as an
aggressive advocate for the
returning veteran." A presidential task force chaired by former
Veterans Affairs Secretary Jim
Nicholson earlier this year
found that agencies could do a
better job of educating troops
and veterans. The report did not
address government enforcement of the law.
Just ask Ret. Marine Lt. Col.
Steve Duarte, who won a court
judgment of more than $430,000
from Agilent Technologies Inc.
in March 2005 after turning to a
private lawyer after losing his
job. Duarte was a senior consultant when he was mobilized
twice from October 2001 to
April 2002 and from November
2002 to July 2003.

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
We offer Health ammofor:
Individuals without Group Coverage
Independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/ Alternative
Sett-Employed
Small Businesses
Solutions with choices are easy,just call
Robert BIllington Jr.
270-753-4751

When Duane returned front
the second mobilization, Agilent
did not reinstate his previous
position but assigned him to a
special project. He soon
received a poor job evaluation
that differed from previous positive reviews and was terminated four months later.
DUArle Said he contacted the
Pentagon
and
Labor
Department, both of which
turned him away. Labor
Department lawyers allegedly
said he didn't have a case unless
he specifically heard his
employer say they were terminating him for military reasons.
"I am not a lawyer, but I
expected various government
agencies like ESGR and the
Department of Labor to help
me," Duarte said in documents
provided to the Senate Health,
Education, Labor & Pensions
Committee, which is reviewing
the Labor Department's practices.

telt as though they were tip
the side ot the large corporations," he said.
Eileen Lather, a Pentagon
spokeswoman, said: "We carefully consider information our
members provide, and we
actively work to develop solutions where needed." The Labor
Department has said it has been
working to better educate troops
and veterans about their rights:
Sen. Edward Kennedy, DMass., who chairs the Senate
Health Committee, said he was
troubled by the findings. He said
he plans legislation to hold
agencies accountable by requiring them to collect and release
employment data. The Labe,'
Department currently release)
,
an annual report on employment
complaints to Congress, but the
figures do not include Pentagon
data. The report, which is due di
Congress on Feb. I, has yet to
released this year.

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow JOINS hid. Avg. -.13286.0 14.0
Mr Products
98.85 + 0.65
AT&T.Inc
311.94 + 0.28
BB&T
.33.55 + 0.78
Briggs & Stratton
+ 0.14
Bristol Myers Squibb
211.58 - 0.15
Caterpillar
73.36 - 0.24
('boron Texaco Corp 89.78 + 2.23
Daintier Chrysler...
106.23 • 0.69
Dean Foods
25.63-Exxon-Mobil
119.54 + 2.34
Ford Motor
8.45 + 0.21
General Electric ,,.........,,J9.09 + 0.01
General Motors
33.72 -0.23
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -50.63 + 0.52
Goodrich
71.50 + 0.44
Goodyear
28.79 + 0.10
HopFed Bank*
14.41 B 14.94 A
IBM
107.72 - 3.36

prIcs

,

Intel
..............26.23 - 0.67
Kroger
27.55 + 0.22
Mattel .,..,,............._..,...,, 20.59 - 0.02 ;
McDonalch
59.41 + 143 ;
Merck
34.56+0.36 s
Microsoft
.35.81 + 0.29
49.93 - 1.21 1
j(.
1;esp. Pe
ico,nnt
Inc
72.55 + 0.21
Pfizer, Inc
23.16 - 0.16 '
Regions Financial
24.38 + 0.45
Schering-Plough ......
+ 0.15
Sears Holding Corp
124.7
17.456 0.67
05
Time M arner
US Bancorp
30.85 + 0.34
UST
14ellPoint Inc
-5339
78.70+
+ 03
0.-65
7
Wal-Mart
43.67 - 0.26

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants I(-11):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800-444.1854

robertjr@themurrayinsurancragency liar
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Hearing Tests
Set This Week
Anyone who has trouble hearing or understanding words clearly is welcome to have a.
hearing test with modern electronic equipment.
Even people now wearing a hearing aid or
those who may have been told nothing could
be done for them should have a hearing test to
find out if they are one of the many a hearing
aid will help. The hearing test will be given by
Hearing Service Office on Friday, Nov. 9,
Saturday, Nov. 10, and Monday, Nov. 12th. To

lea/VW/We

avoid waiting, call for an appointment in our
office or your home at another time.

Comae,afrorte,
11 you are unable to make an

Atka/glee,

office visit, we will test you in

/16 oiet copees

Serving You Since 1942

Hearing Aid Service

your home at NO extra charge.
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a factory-trained specialist at the Beltone

Harry Lee Brown

011144.

2007•3A

Veterans report problems returning to work

e0a4'e,
The funeral for Harry Lee Brown will be Friday at noon in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Jack Miller will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens, Murray.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Friday..
Mr. Brown, 73, Union Ridge Road, Benton, died Sunday, Nov.
4, 2007, at 9:30 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah. He was a
plumbing contractor. Preceding him in death were his parents.
Charlie Brown and Gladys Benton Brown, four brothers. Roger,
Haley. Jim and Sam Brown, and one sister, Annie Brown.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Webb Brown; his
daughter, Mrs. Bonnie Suzanne Nipper. Benton; three sons, Philip
Lee Brown. Bonney Lake. Wash.. Paul Edward Brown,Cave Creek,
Ariz.. and Bryan Keith Douglas. Flagstaff, An.: one brother,
Oliver Brown. Paducah, one sister, Mrs. Mary Borders. Benton;
eight grandchildren, Paule, Crystal. Courtney, Philip Lee and
Brandon Logan Brown, Nicolas Wheeler Brown. and Justin and
Garrett Douglas.

Thursdas, Nos ember

Phone 753-9558 or Toll Free 1-866-773-4327
Hearing Aid Service • Center for Hearing Excellence
Serving you Since 1942
707 S. 12th St.• Murray

A* Thursday, November
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Looking across
the waterways
Kentuckians gullible enough to believe the "Limfeed" part of the gambling plan Steve Beshear is
promising for the commonwealth ought to look
licross the Ohio.
In Illinois, the legislature is set to expand gam, again, to pay for construction of roads and
bridges. With 16 casinos and racetracks — double
what Beshear proposes for Kentucky — it has
been years since gaming in Illinois could honestly
be called "limited."
House Speaker Michael Madigan says he is not
a gambling advocate, but the state has no choice;
there's no other way to pay for the public works
but expanding gaming.
: Madigan, you will remember, is the lawmaker
Who has spent the better part of the year blocking
Illinois Gov. Rod Blagoievich's overly ambitious
Plans to radically expand state &overnment with
billions in new spending, necessitating billions in
new taxes. If even Madigan the moderate has succumbed to the temptation to further entangle the
state in an unholy alliance with gaming interests
to hind the state s budget, Illinois is headed for
trouble.
Part of the problem is that Illinois government
is trying to do too many things not in its constitutional charip and can't raise enough revenue to
fulfill its basic responsibilities, which include building and maintaining the state's infrastructure. It is
too easy, once revenues from gaming produce a
new revenue stream, to seek more and more.
Reminds us of gambling addicts, who all start
by gambling on a "limited" basis.
Across the country, states have allowed gaming,
once introduced, to keep expanding. In South Carplina, lawmakers thought they could generate
$ome needed revenue throu&h video poker. Former
Gov. David Beasley called video poker the "crack
cocaine of gambling" because so many of the
,.tate',, poor were losing their paychecks in the
machines
in a desperate atteimpt -to escape poverty.

Alter the number of video poker machines in
the state's convenience stores and bars exploded to
30,000, voters finally had enough and voted to
ban them. How much better it would have been if
they had never been introduced and never harmed
SO many.
- The underlyinF assumption of Beshear in Kentucky and Blagolevich and Co. in Illinois is that
whatever state $overnment is doin$, it should be
doing more. It is a faulty assumption. Government
at every level generally tries to accomplish more
than it can accomplish efficiently. As the English
author C.S. Lewis said of education, government
phould do far less, but do it far better.
: But if elected officials determine more, must be
done, they should be honest enough to ask the
Voters if they're willing to be taxed to pay for it.
The obvious reason they don't do this is that taxpayers seldom think the proposed spending is
worth the new taxes.
Neither Springfield nor Frankfort should be a
partner to an industry that so exploits the weakest
members of society and leaves so many in poverty That's not the role of government in Illinois,
Kentucky or anywhere else.
Or as the late Illinois senator Paul Simon put it,
1The government should not be supporting aildicdon" — either the addiction of problem gamblers
pr the addiction of problem politicians.
— The Paducah Sun
Paducah, Ky.
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Lameless Duck
WASHINGTON (API —
President Bush enters a new
phase of government-byminority this month, issuing
a veto certain to draw the
first override of his presidency, and testing even his most
loyal allies' limits on spending issues that will dominate
the fall agenda.
The strategy allows Bush
to employ every ounce of
.his presidential powers,
imposing his will so long as
he is backed by one-third of
either house in Congress —
the minimum to sustain a
pcesalcnual veto. But it
could strain his relations

with GOP lawmakers as he
pushes his tax-and-spending
dogma beyond points that
even a third of the House or
Senate can accept.
Bush's growing use of the
veto, combined with his continued embrace of executive
orders and "signing statements," signal his willingness
to defy large portions of
Congress and the public to
shape policies in his final
year in office.
"I think what he's trying
to do is recast his presidency, after the '06 elections.
on spending," said Sen.
Lindsey Graham, R-S.C..
Bush ally on most issues.
Democrats view the tactic
a% a hollow, deathbed conversion to spending concerns
and a stubbornness that will
haunt the GOP in the 2008
elections. They grudgingly
acknowledge, however, that
there is little they can do to
force the president's hand on
Iraq, domestic spending and
other issues for the next 14

months.
"He may decide that all

Mu

WASHINGTON TODAY
By CHARLES BABINGTON
he wants to do is veto and
stop progress," said Rep.
Rahm Emanuel of Illinois,

And the president's ability
to slap down congressional
efforts to redirect the Iraq
war seems undiminished, to
Democrats' deep frustration.
"He has his loyal Republicans standing by him," said

proposed tobacco tax
increase.
That's a provision many
Senate Majority Whip
head of the House Democrat- House Republicans have
Richard Durbin, D-III. -That
ic Caucus. "But everybody
agreed to swallow. The tax
may become a more uncomwill know who wants to
question is so settled that it
fortable position as time goes
change things, and who
isn't even discussed by
wants to keep them just the
House-Senate negotiators try- on.Besides
vetoes, Bush uses
way they are."
ing to craft a veto-proof bill, executive orders
and signing
Until last week, Bush
GOP leaders said.
statements to dictate policies
used the veto sparingly.
Bush's hard-line stand puts despite a hostile
Congress.
applying it only when conthose leaders in a tough
A signing statement is
gressional conservatives were
spot. While eager to stay
controversial tool in which
sure to prevent an override.
loyal. they realize that prothe president signs a bill
That changed Friday, when
posed changes to the health
into law but notes portions
he vetoed a water projects
program's eligibility rules
he will ignore. One recent
bill popular with lastitnakers
might attract enough Republi- report
found that Bush has
in both parties.
can votes to override another
issued at least
House and Senate GOP
leaders made it clear to

Bush that both chambers
would muster the two-thirds
majonties needed to hand
him his first veto override,
possibly this week
More significantly, Bush
seemed to push beyond his
core of supporters by pledging veto any measure that
includes a tax increase. That
could lead to the awkward
scene of a large number of
congressional Republicans
voting to override his veto
of a high-profile bid to
expand the State Children's
Health Insurance Program.
So far, most House
Republicans have sustained
Bush's veto because they
share his objection to panicipation in the program by
adults, illegal immigrants and
middle-income families. But
the president signaled he will
veto a revised bill if it continues to be funded by a

veto.

House Minority Leader
John Boehner and Minority
Whip Roy Blunt headed successful efforts to sustain
Bush's veto last month. But

151 statements
challenging 1,149 provisions
in laws.
Bush has increased his
use of executive orders,
which ranged from restrictions on striped bass fishing
to sanctions against Myanmar's government. White
House spokesman Scott

now they are working with
negotiators to cut the best
deal possible.
The two leaders may not
Stanzel said Friday the
vote for the compromise,
administration "will continue
Blunt said in an interview.
to look for ways to make
But they want a bill that
progress" on Bush initiatives
will win over a significant
that Congress rejects or
number of GOP members,
ignores.
not just the bare minimum
A leading contender to
that Democrats have sought.
succeed Bush says the
If lawmakers can agree on administration has gone
too
a veto-proof version of the
far.
children's health bill, it
"I will conduct a very
would mark a rare legislative serious review of how
the
defeat for Bush on a major
Bush-Cheney administration
issue. But legislators think
has grabbed power." Sen.
he will still be able to block Hillary Clinton,
D-N.Y., said
Democratic-backed bills —
in a recent campaign speech.
such as one to fund health,
"They have
checks
labor and education programs and balances,ignored
- she said,
— that he considers too
"They have disregarded the
costly.
separation of powers."

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
Applause to Mark Blankenship for
his recent letter to the editor chastising

joining this influential group. KRTA is

the only organization in the state that
has as its goal protecting the benefits
the movement/establishment of more
of retired teachers. The KRTA leaderMurray State assets into Paducah.
ship, supported by over 26,000 memAs Murray State graduates (1971
bers, has a powerful voice in Frankfort.
and 19841, my wife and I are in comFor $15 a year you can be a part of a
plete agreement with Mr. Blankenship
group which stands up for the current
that the covert actions of the Murray
and future benefits of its members and
State officials were ill advised.
also offers individual perks including
I hope that other alumni will voice free and discounted services available
their disapproval of any more similar
only to KRTA members.
moves. I certainly will encourage them
The local unit, the Calloway County
to do so
Retired Teachers Association, works
Sincerely. with the state organization to keep
George James members informed about current issues.
Hazel We urge every retired teacher in Calloway County to join this group. Our
To the Editor.
members represent the Murray IndepenCalloway County has long been
dent School System, the Calloway
noted for its support and respect for
County School System and Murray
education. With two great school sysState University. We also have members
tems and a public ivy university within who have retired in other states and
its borders it is understandable that a
moved to Calloway County.
large number of teachers reside in our
Local dues are $7 a year. We meet
county. Many have devoted their prohi-monthly on the first Monday of the
fessional lives to education and are
month at 11:30 a.m, at either the

now enjoying retirement
It is to that group that I address my
remarks
If you are not already a member of•
the Kentucky Retired Teachers Association, please consider the benefits of

Woman's Club or a local school. We
always have interesting and informative
programs concerning topics of interest
to retired teachers.
It is in your best interest to know

what's going on with the retirement

system. Why be passive and uninformed
when you can be proactive and knowledgeable about retirement benefits such
as pension funding, health insurance
and cost of living adjustments. I
encourage you to join both the state
and local organizations and put your
dues to work for you.
You may contact me at jarose@murray-ky.net if you have further questions.
Janice Rose, President
Calloway County Retired Teachers
Association
Murray
To th Editor,
My husband's father, Hub Erwin,
always said there were no thieves in
the South Pleasant Grove community.
So evidently, some were passing
through.
A black, wrought-iron address-number
holder (which I had painted a bright
yellow) was stolen from our yard on
Halloween night.
The numbers (1015) were made of
four squares of tile. If you see this
type of sign "sticking" in anyone's
yard, please call 492-8300. If it is
returned, no questions will be asked.
Wanda Erwin
Hazel
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
WKMS region's first HD multicasting station
at
and
FM
91.3
WKMS Engineer Allen at
Fowler switched on the sec- www.wkins.org.
WKMS-HDI signed on the
ond channel of the HD digia
tal signal at 91.3. A push of air this spring, funded by
a button on digital receivers digital conversion grant from
allows listeners to hear Clas- the Corporation for Public
sical 24, a nationally syndicat- Broadcasting matched by liscontributions. Murray
ed classical music service ded- tener
icated to live classical music State University provided fundWKMS-HDI ing for the additional technolprogramming.
offers the same programs heard ogy required for WKMS-HD2.
With WKMS-HDI and 2 on
on the station's analog signal

the air, WKMS becomes the
first HD multi-casting station
in the region.
The listener supported NPR
member station licensed to Murray State University is the public radio service for western
Kentucky, northwestern Tennessee and southernmost Illinois from its transmission center in Land Between the Lakes.

Kruger Brothers in concert

Hall
Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble at Carnegie

Night of Stars Concert to be held soon
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competition featuring contestMurray State University will ence to its feet,clapping, stompfrom each of the univerpresent its fourth annual Night ing and totally invigorated by ants
sity's eight residential colleges.
of Stars concert on Nov. 29, the experience."
The Kruger Brothers have McCuin represents Hester Colfeaturing world-renowned virtogether worldwide lege. She is from Jackson,
performed
the
Kruger
trio
tuoso acoustic
1990s, leaving Tenn. Renick is from Cape
mid
the
since
the
with
Brothers performing
to move Girardeau, Mo., and will repSwitzerland
native
their
MSU Symphonic Wind EnsemCollege.
ble. Held in MSU's historic to the United States in the fall resent White
Emcees for the Nov. 29 conLovett Auditorium, the 7:30 of 2003. Their musical style
Erika Johnson
p.m. concert will also feature reflects classical European cert will be
Radke. Tickthe top two finalists of the musical influences and love of Mehta and Paul
adults and $10
MSU Idol Contest. Proceeds the American spirit. Since their ets are $15 for
12 and MSU
of the benefit concert will sup- first appearances in America for children under
an ID. Advance
port the MSU Symphonic Wind in 1997, they have continual- students with
recommended and
Ensemble's invitational appear- ly performed for enthusiastic tickets are
through Ticketance at the Kennedy Center in audiences throughout the coun- are available
http://www.ticketmasWashington. D.C. in April 2009. try. Their celebrated CDs master at type in Lovett Auditer.c,cunk
"It. is a unique honne .t9e inelltdte ,1914..,Kfulte-Cs POP
torium and then Night of Stars.
us to bring these internation- works, Profile and The Bridge,
The Murray State Symphonally acclaimed musicians to and the groundbreaking Carhas gained
Murray State for this concert," olina Scrapbook series. They are ic Wind Ensemble
repsaid Dennis Johnson, MSU active as instructors at music a national and international
many invidirector of bands and orches- camps, schools and workshops, utation due to its
at state and
tra. -It will be a rare treat for sharing their passion for music tations to appear
and most recentour audience to hear the Kruger with new generations of musi- national events
ly, at the famed Carnegie Hall
Brothers' rich blend of music cians and songwriters.
Uwe Kruger, lead vocalist in New York City in spring
and it will be an enriching,
was also
memorable experience for our and guitarist, astonishes audi- 2005. The ensemble
ences with his blend of flat featured at the International
students to play with them."
in ManThe Nov. 29 concert will and finger picking and reso- Wind Band Conference
England. The ensemchester,
Kruger
Jens
voice.
baritone
nant
and
Brothers
Kruger
the
feature
selected to perform
the MSU Symphonic Wind crossed the Atlantic in 1982 ble was
the where Bill Monroe introduced for the College Band Direcperforming
Ensemble
Association ConKrugers' composition Music him to the Grand Ole Opry tor's National
(CBDNA) in February
from the Spring: A Romantic as the first known European vention
in spring 2009 will
Serenade for Banjo, Guitar, banjo player. In 1986, Jens and 2006 and
in a special invitationBass & Orchestra. Critical Uwe reunited to form the appear
at the Kennedy Cenacclaim for Music from the Appalachian Barn Orchestra, al concert
Washington, DC.
Spring includes a review by the forerunner of the Kruger ter in
MSU's department of music
of The Brothers. Bassist Joel LandsHathaway
Ellen
been a member of the
Ellsworth American who said, berg grew up in New York has
Association of Schools
National
musiof
variety
a
with
City
are
that
passages
are
"There
since 1936 and has
Music
of
to
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then
influences
cal
tradibluegrass
a
from
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outstanding tradiand
long
a
bassist
a
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1989
in
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driving
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Graduates
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sweet
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rhythm and there
as music professionals
melodic passages that only an met up with the Kruger Broth- serve
the spectrum, including
orchestra can offer. The piece ers and joined the group full across
opera singers, popular recordis at its best in Wilkes Coun- time in 1995.
Haley McCuin and Chrissy ing artists, symphony musicians,
ty Breakdown. Here the Kruger
educators, songwriters, telBrothers set off with a gentle Renick will perform at Night jazz
evision writers, public school
melody that builds in tempo, of the Stars to see who will
teachers, university music
then the orchestra enters and be named the 2007 Murray State music
chairs, instrument
builds until the whole thing Idol. Both sophomores, the department
technicians, church musicians
finalists
as
emerged
singers
pounding
strong
one
becomes
college music teachers.
rhythm which brought this audi- from a recent annual talent and

nformed
knowls such
.nce
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Quad-State String Festival on
STUDENTS PERFORM: Murray State University hosted the
three orchestras comprised
for
e
performanc
a
and
rehearsals
of
Oct. 26 which involved a day
also performed for the students and
of students from five states. The Murray State Orchestra
who attended the festival and perguests. Students of local music instructor, Conny Ottway
Jordan Harris, Knstina
Waggoner,
Victoria
left,
from
were,
formed in the evening concert
Fricker and Laura Hawkins.

Memorial Baptist Church
10th & Main Streets
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NOVEMBER 11, 2007
Schedule of Events
Sunday School - 9:40 a.m.
Morning Worship - 10:50 a.m.
Fellowship Meal - 12:15 p.m.
Anniversary
Program - 1:30 p.m.

EVERYONE WELCOME!
Martin Severns, Pastor (270) 753-3182
Visit us at www.mbcmurray.org
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We want

to share our excitement about the grand

opening of our new office in Murray! So we'd like to invite you to
in our
our open house. Stop in and meet some of your bankers and neighbors
new location. Take a look around. Have a sip of something. Sit a spell.

Make yourself

•s In
mity.

comfortable. Come see just how neighborly a bank can be!

-number
right
on

HERITAGEBANK
YESTERDAY.TODAY.TOMORROW.

de of
this
is
sited.
La Erwin
Hazel
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1 60
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COMMUNITY
amimmimmimmammaimmi
Murray High Backboard Club will
sponsor 'Tiger Night'Saturday
GOLDEN POND, Ky. Land Between The Lakes(LBL
Nauonal Recreation Area will
honor the nation's veterans on
Veterans Day, Sunday, with a
one-day free entrance or user
lee waiver at designated facilities.
Land Between The Lakes
will offer veterans, active and
retired members of the armed
forces, and their families free
regular daytime admission to
Woodlands Nature Station, The
Homeplace. Golden Pond Planetarium shows, and the Elk &
Bison Prairie. Additional fees
may be required for special
programs or activities at these
facilities.
Fees will be waived. for one
day on backcountry camping
permits, Turkey Bay Off-Highway Vehicle Area vehicle permits, and Wranglers Campground daily trailer permits.
Individuals will be issued a
free one-day permit for Sunday.
On Veterans Day and
throughout the weekend enjoy
a variety of programs at LBL's
day-use facilities. Celebrate
Fall Frolic at Woodlands Nature
Station, Saturday and Sunday,
offering a variety of activities
for everyone. Smokey Bear
will be making appearances
throughout the day; be sure to
bring your camera. Some programs may require an additional fee and advance signup, so arrive early.
Fall is a beautiful time to
enjoy The Homeplace and programs on what had to be done
' in the 1850s to prepare for
winter. Woodlands Nature Station and The Homeplace are
open Wednesday-Saturday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday.
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in November. Step inside and warm up
as you enjoy a sneak peak of

Murray High School Backboard Club
will sponsor **Tiger Night" on Saturday at
5 p.m. at Murray High School. All Mur.
ray High and Murray Middle boys and
girls basketball teams will be introduced,
along with Little League teams and Tiger
Stars and Murray High and Murray Middle cheerleaders and dance team.
Admission is free for children 6 and
under and students participating in Tiger
Night, but $.5 for adults and everyone else.
Jo's
chili super is included in the admission
A
Datebook price.
Tiger merchandise, raffle baskets
By Jo Burkeen
and other items will be available to purCommunity
chase. The public is invited and urged to
Editor
attend.
Photo provided
LIONS HOLD AUCTION: The annual Lions Club Radio/TV Auction is going on this week (69:30 p.m. nightly, through tonight). Pictured, from left, are auctioneers Scott Turner, David
Smart and Charles Homra, with Auction co-chair Jim Nance looking on. Nance and Einar
Jenstrom, not pictured, were responsible for organizing this year's event which is expected to
raise approximately $10,000 to support Lions Club sight projects in the community.

Calloway takes third at two tournaments
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team took third
in two tournaments this past
Saturday in Bardstown, Ky. At
the Bardstown High School
Invitational, Calloway came in
third in overall sweepstakes
points with 137. Graves County was a close second with
147 and Assumption High
School placed first with 214.
Students were recognized in
the following categories:- Austin
Ramsey, 3rd and Nathan Erwin.
6th. Broadcasting; Seth Fortenbery, 2nd. Declamation; Arista
Underhill, 4th and Patti White.
6th. Dramatic Interpretation:
Austin Ramsey/Marci Courch.
2nd and Cody Robertson/April
Mitchell, 6th, Duo Interpretation; Danielle Pritchett. 3rd,
Extemporaneous
Speaking:

Austin Ramsey, 1st. Humorous
Interpretation;
April
Mitchell. 5th and Kristina
Fricker, 6th, Original Oratory;
Karson Crass, 2nd and Patti
White. 5th, Solo Acting; and
Marci Crouch. 3rd, Storytelling.
At the Bethlehem High
School Invitational, Calloway
took third with 130 sweepstakes points behind Graves
County which came in second
with 146 points and Assumption High School who was the
overall winner with 213 points.
Other schools placing in the
top six on Saturday were Bethlehem High School, Kentucky
Country Day, Paul Laurence
Dunbar, and North Oldham,
Calloway Students placed in
the following categories in the
Bethlehem Tournament: Valerie

Crowder, 1st. Broadcasting.
Seth Fortenbery. 1st, Declamation; Arista Underhill. 4th and
Patti White. 5th, Dramatic Interpretation; Cody Robertson/April
Mitchell, 3rd, Duo Interpretation; Danielle Pritchett, 3rd,
Extemporaneous
Speaking;
Austin Ramsey, 2nd, Humorous Interpretation; Danielle
Pritchett. 4th. Impromptu; April
Mitchell. 3rd and Kristina
Friclier. 6th, Original Oratory;
Karson Crass, It, Solo /Wing; and Mard Crouch,5th,Storytelling. This weekend, the
team travels to Bowling Green
to compete in the Western Kentucky University/Alumni Association Swing Tournament. The
Calloway County High School
Speech Team is coached by
Michael Robinson.

Angels Awareness Group will conduct
clothing and small appliance drive
Angels Awareness
The
Group will have a clothing

Wanetarium
fia"
drive through the Elk & Bison beside the Corns Center of MurPlanetyinum shows vary ray State University campus.
Wednesday-Sunday. and are Money will also be accepted
closed Monday and Tuesday. and greatly appreciated.
People are encouraged to
The Elk & Bison Prairie is
open year round with the best bring old clothes and small
viewing times in the early morn- appliances to donate.
The group will also he selling and evening.

ing cookies and takilig money Murray and Calloway County.
donation. on hehalt of Angels It is estimated that 60 percent
4,144,t thrift area in Murray or, wire people in shis cointhat speciali/e. in pr'.'. Any
ii y 'cannot atTord medical
clothing and miall appliances/at or dental insurance.
a cheap pnce for those in need.
For more information conAngels Attic also donates tact Melisa Clapp (270) 804money to the Angels Clinic, 2323, Kristin Boom (270) 860which provides free dental and 4045. or Angela Owens (731)
medical care for the working. 336-7013.
uninsured, poor population of

DAR Chapter to meet Saturday
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet Saturday at 12:30 p.m. at the
home of Mary Sue Hubbard, 800 Minerva Place, Murray, to
go to the Murray City Cemetery to mark the graves of former members, Clover Lockhart, Loree Doyle and Jan Wilson.
Friends and family members or the deceased members are
invited to attend.

Presbyterian Women plan bazaar
The annual Holly Berry Bazaar, Bake Sale and Tea Room
by the Presbyterian Women will be Saturday from 8 to II
a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets. The
public is invited.

Glory Bound will be Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet
Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen
United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Fea.i
lured will be Aurora Singers, Reita Koon and Teddy Futrell;
There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will
be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753'5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666
or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com.

Charity Poker Run Saturday
The first Charity Poker Run of the Professional Kentucky'
State Police and the Kentucky State Police Women's Auxiliary
will be Saturday with routes starting at Murray Central Park.
Kenlake State Park. Patti's at Grand Rivers and Paducah Riverfront Floodwall and will end at Murray Central Park. Entry
fees will be $10 per person • 'ver or rider, and registration
will be from 10 to 11:30 a. Live music and meal will be
provided at the end of the ru
oceeds to be used for 2007
"Shop with a Trooper" campaig
kids,

Reformers Unanimous
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-.enterell add tions program,
each Friday from 7 to 9 'rn. 'at Ea'twood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ri
..

Shrmers sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Make A Difference Day Saturday
Make A Difference Recycling Day will be Saturday from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State University,
Stewart Stadium. Regular items will be collected for recycling,
including mixed paper, cardboard, newspapers, plastic, aluminum, eyeglasses, cell phones, ink jet cartridges, clothing,
motor oil and glass. Also the Lions Club will have its bulbs
and brooms sale. For more information contact the family
resource centers at 762-7333 or 759-1918.

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet today at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

VFW Post 6291 will meet tonight
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291 will meet tonight at
6:30 at the new Legion Hall on North Fourth Street, Murray

Saie of rine Art & Craft
)ne of a kind kancicrafteci 9ft..

Lodge 592 will meet tonight

Thurs. Nov.8 - 6-8 pm
Fri. & Sat. Nov. 9 & 10
10 am-5 pm
Robert O. Miller Annex (Old Post On el
South 4th Street

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet tonight at 6
at Ryan's Steak House.
Photo provided
HOLIDAY SALE: Local craftsman Bryan Warner is pictured
working in his shop in Murray on wooden cooking utensils that
will be for sale in the Murray Art Guilds upcoming Holiday
Sale Warner creates unique utensils based on traditional
kitchen tools The Holiday Sale will open tonight from 6 p.m.8 p m with pre-sale shopping and reception open to the public and will continue Friday and Saturday from 10 a.m. 5 p m There will be over 20 artists and craftsmen there with
their work For additional infromation contact the Guild, 7534059 or murrayartguildgmurray ky net

Volunteer bell ringers needed
The Calloway County Salvation Army Service Unit is looking for volunteer bell ringers for its annual Christmas appeal.
Kerry Lambert. head of the local unit, said "We will be starting on Friday and Saturday. Nov. 23 and 24. from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. each day at Wal-Mart." Volunteers may call Lambert
at 762-1274 or at 753-7265 after 5 p.m. for scheduling a time
slot to volunteer.

Thanksgiving dinner planned
The third annual Thanksgiving dinner will be held on
Thanksgiving Day. Nov. 22, at the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center. 607 Poplar St.. Murray. The dinner,
sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association, will begin with a short worship service at It a.m. and
dinner will be served from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Everyone
is welcome and there is no charge for the dinner. For transportation to the dinner or for a delivered meal, call the Center at 753-0929 by Nov. IS. To volunteer or make a donation. call Rev. Rose Bogal-Allbritten at 293-9490.

Fire-Rescue lists fundraiser
Sponsored by Calloway Co. Homemakers

6"2- pot -150
81//2" pot - $15°13
Would like to welcome

Ruth Pickens, RPh
as an additional pharmacist
to our staff.
604 S. 12th St.•753-7688

All money must accompany orders unless tor
a business or a church. They we be Invoiced.
irrdrrl ilia in iii, I IfrIttlall ()flier •ir fall Siaeler hi %oi la*.
Planh (IR he puled Er or al:treed an Snrember 291h a the
I int I aged Sfethnehlt(hunk Fatah Life(enter, Smith St* Si.
To place order by phone contact CoNoway County
Extension Mc* at 753-1452 or Judy Stahl•T at 753-7387
Of contact Calloway County Band Boosters

Calloway County Fire-Rescue's only county-wide fundraiser
is going on at this time. Tim Manning said "we do not solicit by phone, only by the mailout we send out and for questions call 753-4112.-

Donations needed for upkeep
Donations are needed for the upkeep and maintenance of
the Green Plain Cemetery. They may be mailed to Mary White,
secretary-treasurer, at 1688 Green Plain Ed.. Hazel, KY 42049
or call her at 492-8419.

Travel baseball team plans promotion
The Murray Diamond Dawgs. a newly formed 10-under
travel baseball team, coached by Kevin Lamb, Alan Gibbs,
Ronnie Gibson and Sean Kelley has a Holiday Wreath sale
promotion to raise funds for the team. For information call
226-8155 or 762-1998.
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Writer's Potpourri will be Saturday
at Calloway County Public Library Couple celebrates 50th wedding anniversary
Writer's
With frost upon the ground
Potpourri
Sparkling in the sunshine
Like diamonds scattered
will be Saturday
at 'round
I love the days of spring9:30 a.m. at
Cal- time
the
Watch the budding of the
loway
County Pub- trees
Feel the air getting warmer
lic Library.
Breathe the springtime
All interestWriter's ed writers breeze
I love
sumPotpourri are invited. mer
Wilma
Wilma Sanders,
As children splash and run
Sanders,
Director
director, has
released some of the poems
written by participants as follows:

meet
oshen
. Feautrell.
• will
753-2666
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Playing in the water
Then drying in the sun
I love the days of autumn
As leaves turn a brilliant
hue
Pumpkins in the pumpkin
patch
The sky a vivid blue
As I bask in all the beauty
I wonder at the sight
Who doubts there is no
God?
Walk under stars at night.

Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Walker of Dodd Road, Murray, celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on Tuesday, Nov. 6, 2007, with a dinner with family and friends.
The couple was married Nov. 6, 1957, at the Calloway County Courthouse with Judge WayIon Rayburn officiating. Their witnesses were Billy Jo Lovett, Bobby Cunningham and Mrs.
Waylon Rayburn.
Mrs. Walker is the former Ida Jo McDougal, daughter of the late James Castle and Ida
Evana Barrett McDougal.
Mr. Walker is the son of the late Clarence and Mary Colson Walker. He is employed by
Hayden Associates, Murray.
The couple has two daughters, Anna Walker and Sherry Free and husband, Mark, all of
Murray.
Their five grandsons are Christopher and IC. Cox and Mark, Matthew and Don Free.
Their four great-grandchildren are Matthew and Christian Cox and Colby and Dakota Free.

Hurrah Hurrah Fall Is Here
By Danyelle Clark
Hurrah, hurrah fall is here
We know this
By the things we see
We know fall is hee
When we see school buses
Everywhere
Hurrah, hurrah fall is here
We see mums and pumpkins
This time of year
Then we hear little feet
Then knock, knock
And trick or treat
Yum, yum Thanksgivingis
here
Hurrah, hurrah fall is here
So enjoy this nice
Cool air you feel.

Limited time only!
11/8/07 — 11/12/07

How It Works:

Role-Play
By Margaret R. Elkins
Today I helped a special
friend
Who lives in a quaint country home,
Where I spent the night.
I awoke to the golden
honey-comb
Of early morning's light.
My friend became Mary,
I became Martha,
Our hearts beating
In one accord.
She sat at the feet
Of our Lord
Reflecting on His Word,
While I jumped knee-deep
Into household chores.
The prayers of Mary
Energized Martha-Two hearts beat as one
In the holy presence

Make any in-store
purchase of at least $50
between 11/8/07 and
11/12/07 and get a $10
coupon to use between
Your $10 coupon will print out
at the register and is valid on your
next purchase. $50 purchase must

Of God's Only Son.
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family

Fall
By Stephanie Cunnigham
The weather is not,
as hot as in the
Summer, the days
are getting shorter,
the nights longer,
we have cooler, and
more cloudy days
to come, as Fall
gets closer to
Winter. Halloween
and Thanksgiving
are also part of
Fall!
My Rock
By Michael J. Inman
You are my rock
I'm just a pebble.
You'are the one
Who has always been
strong and able.
Now you need a rest,
so once again
you can become
strong and stable.
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Fragrant Autumn
By Dorothy Locke Inman
The scents of Autumn,
seems to bring us a song.
Of tobacco smoke wafting
from the barn.
Smell of burning leaves
fills the air with charm.
The wind brings the scent
of the cleansing rains,
In the any morning dawn.
And the settling dust
of the dying lawn.
The perfume of wildflowers
still lingers in the air,
as the last blooming roses
seems to tickle our noses.
Then the scent of
the first frosty morn.
The smell of woodsmoke
from chimneys
are Autumn's alarm,
that Winter is on its way.
So enjoy the scents
while you may,
of Autumn's fragrant days.
Fall Breeze
By Lenda Easley
Its so gentle,
Touching my lace,
Almost like a caress.
The wind
Is playing with myhair;
I feel the cooler breeze
As chills
Cross over my body.
The cool cnspness
Of the air-A fall breeze.
Love For All Seasons
By Wilma J Sanders
I love the days of winter

VETERANS' DAY SPECIAL VALUES 1 1/8/07-11/12/07
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GET UP TO 10 SPECIAL ORDER KITCHEN CABINETS
INSTALLED FOR $799

free

Detail Fee') must be purchas, •
tailat,on Contract must be signed b) i•
bottom of page for details,
See store for additional offers on
Kitchen Cabinets and Countertops.

0/ ALL SPECIAL
ORDER CARPET LirL
o
CARPET PAD
„44 INSTALLATION
U I I AND CARPET PAD
UPGRADE
Offers vale.]

•, rough 11/25/07 See store for deta ,

10% off
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For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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AP
Democratic Governor-elect Steve Beshear, left, and Senate
President David Williams, R-Burkesville, enjoy a laugh at the
beginning of a Legislative Research Commission meeting in
Frankfort, Ky Wednesday

Lovett
Live hears
from
,Grumpy
Old Men
Lovett Live welcomes the
area's favorite Grumpy Old Men
along with lazzin' for an onstage
series performance tonight at
Lovett Auditorium. Located on
the campus of Murray State
University at I Sth and Olive
streets, the show will Open at
7:30 p.m and features a dessen
buffet, all lot one ticket price of
$I:.
The Grumpy Old Men group
is made up of four regional
Musicians lamous for entertaining audiences with great jiop and
jazz standards of the big band
era. Styles include 1,11..dc
waltzes, fox trots. utteibuj: And
swing tunes. Dixieland heats,
Latin rhythms and polkas upon
.
special request.
Members of the Grumpy Old
Men include R.I1 Fiume on
piano. Scott Thile on bass,
Roger Reichmuth on the saxophone and Dean Ilughes on
Drums
"The Grumpy Old Men and
iazzin' are very excited about
the Lovett Live Onstage per
tormance," said Grunw,
leader. Roger Reichmuth.Hi
the six people ins oh.ed in both
groups) 10111- AFC Murray State
Music department graduates
One of the others is employed in
De music depanment and the
Irmaming member studied with
thuck Simons, who was in the
bnginal Grumpy Old Men and
the first percussion teacher at
MSI.J. All of us have fond mem
Ones of performances we were
in on the 1.01ett Audoonum
[stage. some of those dating back
io the 195(s."
Originally from the Atlanta.
pa.. area, Pat and loc. 'Tarentmo
•ielp make up the group 1.1//111.
4
,ith Pal pi-010111g %OCAS and
)1oe playing has. Hughes and
Pruitte make up the rest of the
tombs). It,, musicians mixing
and playing together in different
groups is not unusual. especially
with rhythm players.
Reichmuth says they arc
looking forward to playing in
the nightclub type setting. "Jan
is an intimate expenence. especially with combos. NI the players like to he able to interact
with the audience. Another thing
we look forward to on this concert is that we have invited several guests to join us on the last
two numbers Mc region is fortunate to hase acquired some
really fine professional players
and singers recently In the
months ahead. we brink forward
to their appearing in local and
regional venues"
Ad's arise tickets are as ailrhic
online
at
%VOA ti5kcmrnastcr ';1411,
by
phone at I -1477-894-4473. or
'slot the box office at the
Regional Special Events Center
Tickets will also be available at
the door
For more intomsation on the
I men live seric• suntan,t either
Jason Pittman or Mac Flint At
of
1109•5577
sl%11
www myspace com/lovettlive

By JOHN WHITLOCK
state in a new direction,'
Kentucky Press Association licshear said. will seek out the
best people for the job despite
News Bureau
FRANKFORT. Ky -- One their party affiliation.'
day after defeating incumbent
Although tie expects to have
Republican Ernie Fletcher by a most of this cabinet in place by
wide margin, Governor-Elect the Dec. I I inauguration.
Steve Beshear Announced he Beshear said there may a couple
would soon start naming of positions still open after he
appointments and members of assumes his duties as governor.
his transition team.
Beshear declined to speculate
Dunng his first press confer- on potential candidates for jobs
ence since the election, Beshear, or cabinet positions or even his
joined by his wife, lane, and Lt. transition team but said he
Governor-Elect Dan Mongtar- would concentrate on diversity
do, reiterated his campaign and promised his appointments
proposition that members of would 'reflect and look like'
both parties will be considered Kentucky.
for top-level positions.
Beshear. a Democrat, continAlthough he will continue to ued to stress his apparent willusing contacts in each of ingness to work with members
Kentucky's counties to help fill of the other party.
some state jobs. Beshear said he
'There is no such thing as a
would be careful to avoid the Republican idea. There are only
hiring missteps that haunted good ideas,' Beshear said.
Fletcher through most of his 'There are some programs startadministration.
ed under Gov. Fletcher that are
'We are ready to take this working that we will keep.'

INTEREST FREE Until 2012!

One of Fletcher's projects
that Beshear will examine is the
'Unbridled Spirit' campaign
that Is designed to increase
tourism and help brand the state.
Beshear said the program
seems to be successful but
would still like to see if it's
working.
"We won't change things just
for the sake of change," Beshear
said.
The governor-elect met with
members of the Legislative
Research Commission that
includes leaders from the
Republican-controlled Senate
and Democrat-controlled House
of Representatives.
Beshear said he hopes to start
building goodwill between the
parties.
'I'm going to make every
effort to start (Wednesday)"
Beshear said.
Although he doesn't have a
defined role yet, Mongiardo will
have an active and important

role in the administration,
Beshear said.
Beshear said his running
mate's CXPer/C11CC as a working
physician and his background at
a resident of Hazard would
make him a good candidate for
programs involving medicine
and adventure tourism.
Because Mongiardo is j
member of the state Senate,
replacement for his soon-tovacated seat will be found
through a special election.
announce
Mongiardo
Wednesday that he will real
on inauguration day.
Mongiardo said although
is eager to start working as lieu;
tenant governor, he will not be
giving up in practice in Hazard
and will be seeing patients.
mainly on the weekends.
wife would
Beshear said
also play a role in the adminis,
tration but that role will be
determined later.

is

COME SEE THE SELECTION!

Berkline Rocker
Recliner w/Ouro Fabric

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9 am-6 pm
Sunday 1 pm-5 pm

AT FLEMING ALL WE DO IS SAVE YOU MONEY!
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JAMES CRISP / AP
Gardner-Webb's Grayson Flittner lett, fouls Kentucky's
Alex Legion during Gardner-Webb's 84-68 upset at
Rupp Arena in Lexington Wednesday night. Flittner
led all scorers with 22 points.

GARDNER-WEBB KNOCKS
OFF No. 20 KENTUCKY IN
COLLEGE HOOPS CLASSIC
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky's players will get
plenty of time to ponder their first bout with adversity in
the Billy Gillispie era.
The No. 20 Wildcats were expected to be headed to
New York next week for the semifinals of the 2K Sports
College Hoops Classic. Instead, Gardner-Webb is taking
their place after an 84-68 shocker Wednesday night.
After the Wildcats played their first two games under
Gillispie in two days, they'll get two weeks of practice
time before facing Liberty.
"It was a great exhibition of basketball by GardnerWebb," Gillispie said. "They just came into our place, and
(thought they whipped us in every phase of the game. The
box score was not indicative of how bad they beat us."
It was pretty had, though.
nt
ihootinglut the Vtellf
i ilialVAIX 1140,rice
since 1995 — Gardner-Webb burned Kentucky for 53 percent.
Coach Rick Scruggs said his team may have been better prepared for the 23,000 fans that packed Rupp Arena
after playing in front of a sparse crowd Tuesday night
against Alabama A&M in the tournament's opening round.
"We could get used to the surroundings and then see
last night how loud and boisterous it gets." Scruggs said.
"These are the greatest fans in the country. It is a dream of
mine to come here and have the chance to play Kentucky."
Let alone win.
Kentucky, Division l's winningest program, hadn't lost
a regular-season game to a mid-major since falling to
Western Kentucky on Nov. IS, 2001, in that season's
opener. It lost to Alabama-Birmingham in 2004 in the first
round of the NCAA tournament.
Kentucky's last home loss to an unranked nonconfermice foe was Dec. 3, 2005. against North Carolina.
"It's embarrassing when you lose, especially when it
happens at home," Kentucky forward Perry Stevenson
said. "We've just got to keep working hard and make sure
it doesn't happen again."
The tournament, benefiting Coaches vs. Cancer, had
been set up to send four top programs — No. 3 Memphis,
Connecticut, Oklahoma and Kentucky to New York next
week to play in the semifinals.
However, instead of the Wildcats, Gardner-Webb,
which finished 9-21 last season and tied for seventh in the
Atlantic Sun Conference, will play the winner of Thursday
night's game between Buffalo and Connecticut.
"We had confidence," Gardner-Webb forward Thomas
Sanders said. "We wanted to play four minutes at a time
and go timeout to timeout and give ourselves a chance to
win in the final minutes. We ended up not needing to do
that, though."
As it turned out, the Wildcats never had control of this
game, trailing 14-0 just four minutes in, missing their first
four shots and turning the ball over four times during that
span.
Grayson /linnet led the way with 22 points and hit a
critical 3 midway through the first half that opened the
Bulldogs' lead to 26-10.
Kentucky cut the deficit to seven less than three minim See KENTUCKY,28

LAKERS, STORM SQUARE OFF
FRIDAY AT JACK D. ROSE STADIUM

TIGERS TRAVEL TO TRIGG COUNTY
FOR `DO-OVER' AT PERDUE FIELD

By TOMMY DULLARD
Sports Writer
If there's one thing Calloway
County coach Josh McKeel and
Hopkins Central coach Rick
Lone Oak
Snodgrass can agree upon leading up Calloway
County
to their first-round KHSAA Class 4A Hopkins Co Central
Muhlenberg
Halt
playoff rematch, it's that they'd
rather not be playing each other in the LAST WEEK
Lone Oak 59 Heath 13
first place.
But thanks to a KHSAA rule Graves Co 51 Callaway Co 27
Hopkns Co Central 40 Hancock Co 7
change put in place before the 2006 MunMnberg North 24 Ballard Memorial 12
season, district teams now line up
against each other in the first and sec- THIS WEEK
Muhtenberg North Cl Lone Oak
ond rounds of the playoffs. Thus, Hopkins Co Central at Calloway Co
Snodgrass will be forced to travel his
Storm team back to Calloway just
2007 LAKER STATS
three weeks after the two squads met Calloway 97 102 102 70 0 -371
at Jack D. Rose Stadium in the regu- Opponents 36 80 47 79 6 -248
lar season.
TEAM STATISTICS
"I'm not real pleased that we have
CCHS
OPP
to go back down and play Calloway First Downs
150
133
again," Snodgrass said. "I'm not real Rushes-Yards 292-1658 275-1380
Passing Yards
1876
1735
happy with the playoff system the Comp-Mt-Int 127-217-1169-121-4
way it is, but it is what it is and we're Total Yards
3723
3436
20-10
31-13
getting ready for Calloway County." Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
89-552 86-557
For Snodgrass, some of that displeasure may stem from the stillSTATISTICS
fresh 34-30 loss handed him by the RUSIMOTO INOWIIXIA1
— Willis 90-839 10TD,
Lakers back on Oct. 19. McKee! is Bumpus 84-407 STD, Brockman 57none too happy about facing the 111 5T0. Hargrove 25-189 TO.
Storm again, either, but said there are Travis 16-47 TO, Sway 5-41 2TD,
Garner
210, Burks 4-8,
some positives to playing in-district. Burkeen 5-81
3-3, Treadway 1-1 TO,
"I'm not a big fan of the KHSAA Littlepage 1+4 Scarbrough 1-2 TO.
playoff setup how the districts play PASTUNG — Brockman 124-214-11 2906
in-district," he said. "But it gives us 26 TO, Willis 3-4-060 2TD, Burkeen 1-2019, Hargrove 0-1-00
an opportunity to have an idea about R80IP/1•40 — Garner 41-803 1410,
what we're going to face. Your prep Dobbins 40-580 STD Gillum 16-276 210,
time goes down, you know three Willis 8-164 STD. McClure 8-88 TO. Dial
TO. Hargrove 4-54 Burnous 5-64
weeks ago we did the same thing. It's 7-90
TO
not as if you're preparing for some-Individual slats provided by Tab
thing brand new. We're kind of familBrockman
iar with each other."
Whichever team survives Friday night will earn the right to a
rematch with regular season district champion Lone Oak in the second
round. lifigigliggigfigilFte.
vogoast.sms
r
having been ranked
in statednIMBOlint
'preseason talk over the
Lakers' lucky realignment draw has been effectively silenced.
While Class 2A transplant Lone Oak and youthful Hopkins Central
are enjoying better-than-anticipated seasons, Calloway has found itself
smack dab in the middle of one of Class 4A's most competitive districts.
"I think early in the year those that didn't know Lone Oak and
Hopkins Central looked at the schedule and didn't see (former district
foes) Paducah Tilghman and Hopkinsville and thought everything was
great," McKeel said. "We're still playing very solid ballclubs.
"I take great pride that we have one of the strongest districts in 4A.
You look across the state, most 4A districts have one dominant team. I
think we play good football in District I."
Although a case could be made for Lone Oak being District I's dominant squad, the Purple Flash will have to prove that with a victory over
either the Ulcers or Storm next week.
Snodgrass agrees with McKeel's assessment of the district.

By TOMMY DULLARD
Sports Writer
Murray head coach Lee Edwards
doesn't want revenge on a TRU
County squad that handed his Tigers
their worst loss of the season in
September, he just wants a do-over.
He'll get just that Friday night
when Murray makes a return trip to
LAST WEEK
Trigg County to meet the Wildcats in
Mayfield 25 Caldwell Co 6
a first-round KHSAA Class 2A playTrigg Co 136 Fulton Co 6
off rematch of a game which the
Lone Oak 59 Heath 13
Non City 56 Reidland 14
Tigers would just as soon forget.
"I don't think 'revenge' is a word
that's crept into any of our minds,"
the third-year head man said
Wednesday."Atone' is a word that's
crept into my mind. I want a do-over.
2007 TIGER STATS
Murray
62 131 68 43 304
We all want mulligans in life and I
Opponents 57 66 63 27 -213 guess in some ways this is a mulligan. We got a second chance to come
TEAM STATISTICS
out and give it another shot. We feel
OPP
MHS
First Downs
186
186
like we have a great chance of things
Rushes-Yards 384-2308 356-1644
going better."
Passing Yards
1447
1380
Comp-Att-Int 109-226-16 105-218-23
Things may go better, but
Total Yards
3694
3011
Edwards isn't kidding anyone. He
Fumbles-Lost
21-15
22-12
knows his squad has a tall task ahead
Penalties-Yards 62-514
61477
of them in beating a Trigg County
team that was ranked No. I in the
state in Class 2A for several weeks
— King 234-1749 1510,
during the season.
'Merrell 36-300 4TD, Davis 42-204
The Murray coach has reason for
4TD, Heskett 28-132 2T0. Wells 9-27
TO, Garland 17-31, Deese 3-19, optimism, however. There isn't any
Wicks 1-15, Stephens 5-12, Feeids 1doubt the Tiger offense is much
7, Damns 1-5, Vinson 1-1, McClure 1improved since their one-touchdown
0, Holzschuh 1-0
debacle in Cadiz in September. The
PASSITAI — Garland 104-208-15 1372
Tigers were plagued by seven
1510 Therrell 4-14-1 59. KIng 1-3-0 16
TO, Kendley 0-1-00
dropped passes and gave the
RICETANG — Therrell 40-484 5TO King
Wildcats 21 points off turnovers
41-388 5TD Kelly 7-189 3TD.Darcus 7-96
while still trying to learn Edwards'
210. McClure 4-71, Dans 4-63, Alston 497 270, Foater 2-37, Richerson 1-9,
newly-installed spread offense and
Downey 1-7, Hammonds 2-6, Deese 1-5. the emphasis it placed on the passing
Peebles 1-5
game.
:Piam and Indrvidual stets provided by
"When you look back and realize
Greg Gairhart
all the mistakes we made, you know
the sealm,_wasn't indicative of howjaard we played," he said. "That was
the poititin the season that We stitl, didn't bave a lot of receivers that
had stepped up, and we have that noW.What the Tigers also have is a wealth of confidence after winning
their last three games and five of their last six to end the regular season
at 5-5. Contrast that with their first tussle with Trigg, prior to which
Murray had started the season with three close losses.
"It's all between the ears," Edwards said. "The improvements we've
made are mental improvements.(At that time) we were a little shaken
to say the least. You start the season 0-3 and then you go play the toughest team on your schedule.
"That first game, we were just hoping we could win. The second goaround, we believe we can pull this off. It won't be easy and it will be
an upset, but I'll take our mental approach now over where it was."
Trigg, on the other hand, has seen their season reverse fortunes after
breezing to a 6-0 start. The Wildcats hit a wall against Christian County
and suffered their first loss of the season before,following it up with
•See TIGERS, 28

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Josh McKeel will lead his Laker football team into the first round
of the playoffs Friday night when Calloway County hosts
Hopkins County Central at Jack D. Rose Stadium.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Lee Edwards will lead his Tiger football team into the first round
of the playoffs Friday night when Murray High School travels to
Trigg County to take on the Wildcats at Perdue Field.

Southeast Missouri State sweeps postseason awards
CLAY

NAMED TO FIRST TEAM; MEYER,ISBELL

By MSU Sports Information
Murray State put three student-athletes on the All-Ohio Valley
Conference Soccer Team after the
Racers turned in a record setting season.
Junior
Rebekah
Clay
of
Bloomington, Ill., was named to the
All-OVC First Team, while senior
Katrina Meyer earned All-OVC
Second Team honors and goalkeeper
Tara Isbell was named to the All-OVC
Freshman Team.
Clay was named All-OVC First
learn for the second straight season.

It's the third straight season she has
won an OVC post-season honor after
being named OVC Freshman of the
Year in 2005.
"She's a unique player and
extremely creative with the ball,"
MSU head coach Beth Acreman said.
-Teams don't look forward to playing
against her and she makes her teammates better and that's a trait of a
great player."
Clay ranked in the OVC top-10 in
points (18, 0.95 per game), points per
game (0.95). goals (6), and goals per
game and assists per game (0.321.

MAKE SECOND TEAM

Her three game winning goals ranked
tied for first in the conference.
Her team-leading six goals in 2007
means she has 22 in her MSU career
and is three from catching second
place Jackie Thomas (2000-03),
Theresa Reedy (2001-04) is still the
all-time goal scorer at MSU with 34.
Clay has 57 career points and is tied
with Thomas for second place. She is
now ranked third at MSU with 0.98
points per game and fourth in goals
per game with 0.38. Clay is ranked
third in all-time assists with 13.
Katrina Meyer of Port of Spain,

Trinidad, was a big part of the Racers
defensive line that scored six shut
outs in 2007.
"Katrina adapted well coming to
Murray and being so far from home,
she helped reach another level this
season and she should be proud of
that."
"I also think Jen Peios has been a
solid member of the back line and
performed consistently at a high level
all season and had a fantastic game in
the OVC first round."
Tara Isbell of Mayfield. Ky. had

2007 ALL-OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
WOMEN'S SOCCER FIRST TEAM
MIST TEAM
Player.
Yr.
School
Lindsay Pickenng. SF/AO
Sr 014
Kathleen Hayes
Eastern Minas Sr
Michelle McAtarnen Tennessee TOth Sr
Courtney Moore
Jacksonville St Sr
Rebekah Clay,
Murray State Jr.NP
Heather 13trdsell
Samford
Sr MF
Margie Schaeffler
SEMO
Sr MF
Amber Cress,
Samford
So
Rebekah Kendall
Morehead State Sr
court”er Peexamee, SF140
So
Katie Behrens
LIT MaTfin
Sr
2007 OVC OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR:
Courtney Alexander Southeast Missoun
2007 OVC DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR:
Lindsay Pickering, Southeast Missoun
2007 OVC FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR:
Ashley Runron. Southeast Missoun
2007 BRINE OVC COACH OF THE YEAR:
Heather Nelson, Southeast ANsaoun

Murray

Spoirrs
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Simpson
faces 12
charges

CPICPE'Eft CP41217

Haverstock Insurance Agency

.11

LAS VEGAS(API— When
0.1 Simpson returns to a courtroom to face armed robbery
charges. the former football star
will also he facing years of
doubts and questions about his
acquittal on murder charges
inure than a decade ago.
A Las Vegas justice of the
peace will he asked to determine
alter a two-day hearing starting
Thursday if there IS enough evidence to take Simpson and two
co-defendants to tnal on charges
that they robbed two sports
memorabilia dealers in a Las
Vegas hotel MOM.
In Simpson's mind, according
to a close bend, the charges are
rooted in Simpson being found
not guilty in the 1994 slayings of
Brown
wife, Nicole
his
Simpson, and her friend. Ronald
Goldman.
"He believes he's being tried
for that now," said Tom Scotto,
45, a North Miami Beach. Ha.,
auto body shop owner.

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
teens College Beekettaaii
By The Assodeled Press
Wednesday
1 North Carolina 10-01 did not Piny
Next in Davidson, Wednesday. Nov

From Page 1B
utes later tm a long jumper by Joe Crawford
hut got no closer.
Crawford. a senior guard and regular
starter last year, didn't crack the starting
lineup for the second straight game under
(iillispic. despite leading the teani with 20
points Tuesday against Central Arkansas.
Gardner-Webb led .OS-27 at halftime.
and Sanders began the second half with a
three-point play to put the Wildcats deeper
into a hole.
Gillispie opened his tenure as Kentucky
coach Tuesday night with a 67-40 victory
over Central Arkansas The former Texas
A&M coach took over the Wildcats after

Tubby Smith left for Minnesota.
Gil lispie was far more animated
Tuesday night. Against Gardner-Webb, he
just knelt on the sideline and shook his
head. Afterward, he walked down the sideline to shake hands with each of the opposing players.
Although the Rupp Arena fans mildly
applauded their support when the final horn
sounded, the boo-birds came out early
when the game appeared to be slipping
away.
Among the lone bright spots for
Kentucky were its two blue chip freshmen,
power forward Patrick Patterson and guard
Alex Legion.

each other Lone Oak
has a little hit of the upper hand
right now. hut you never know
on any given night what could
happen. 'That's how we're
approaching this"
In their first meeting, the
Laker. and Storm played a
knock-down. drag-out battle mi
which Calloway was able to
hang on for the win despite fumbling the hall live times.
Since that meeting. Hopkins
Central has won their final two
games if the regular season,
while Calloway is coining off a
lopsided loss 10 Graves County
last week, a shocker Mc Keel
called "a wake-up call" going
into the playoffs.
"It was disheartening," he
said "1 didn't expect that to hap-

OSe with

Legion tried to single-handedly carry
the Wildcats midway through the second
half, hitting three 3-pointers and making a
key steal in just over two minutes.
Patterson had 12 points and a game-high
12 rebounds. including 10 in the first half
that accounted for half the Wildcats' total.
"They came to play." Patterson said of
Gardner-Webb. "Obviously we didn't."
Ramel Bradley led all scorers by tying a
career high with 24 points and going 14for-14 from the foul line.
But every time Kentucky made a basket,
the Bulldogs seemed to make a bigger one:
"We just got our tails whipped,"
Gillispie said.

•Tigers

•Lakers

lot IA cresist and thei's tine. With
our disirici. Ske.le all lOnipen-

2 UCLA (0-0) dad not play Next vs
Portland Stale, Friday
Next 2K
3 MAmPla (2-0) did not play
College Hoops Classic serndinals,
Thursday. Nov. 15
• Kansas (0-0) MO not play Next vs
Louisiana-Monroe. Friday
5 Georgetown (0-0) did not play Next
vs William & Mary. Saturday
6 Louisville (0-0) clod not play Next vs
Hartford Saturday. Nov 17
7 Tennessee 10-0) clod not play Next
vs Temple. Friday
8 Michigan Stale (0-0) did 00. play
Next vs Chicago State. Tuesday. Nov
13
9 Indiana (0-0) did not play Next vs
Chattanooga. Monday
10 Washngton Stale 10-01 did not play
Next vs Eastern Washington. Friday.
11 Marquette (0-0) did not play Next
vs IUPUI Saturday
12 Oregon (0-01 did not play Next vs
Pepperdine. Saturday
13 Duke (0-0) clod not play Ned vs
North Carolina Central Fnday
14 Gonzaga (0-0) did not play Next
vs Montana. Sunday
15 Texas 10-0) did not play Next vs
Texas-San Antonio. Monday
16 Texas A&M 10-01 did not play Next
vs McNeese State. Friday
17 Arizona (0-01 did not play Next vs
Northam Arizona Tuesday Nov 13
18. Southern Cal (0-0) did not play
Next vs Mercer. Saturday
19 Arkansas (0-0) did not play Next
vs Woftord Friday
20 Kentucky (1-1) lost to Gardner
Webb 84-68 Next vs Liberty
Wednesday Nov 21
21 N C State (0-0) dad not play Next
vs William 8 Mary Thursday. Nov 15
22 Pittsburgh (0-0) dad not play Next
vs Houston Baptist, Friday
23 Stanford (0-0) did not play Next vs
Harvard Friday
24 Southern Illinois 10-01 did not play
Next vs Northern Illinois, Saturday.
Nov 17
25 Kansas State 10-0) did not play
Next vs Sacramento State Friday

Calloway County's Toree Rogers (third from the left, on top) and the Tennessee Crusaders
The
went undefeated recently to win the U18A division of the Fall Frenzy in Franklin, Tenn,
Crusaders also went unbeaten to win the Tennessee USSSA State Championship and had
a strong showing at the NSA World Senes in Charlotte, N.C.

•Kentucky

From Page 1B
"I think our district really
hasn't gotten the credit it
deserves because it is pretty
competitive and we've also
done pretty well outside the district:. he said We don't get a

Ai
[

pen. I expected us to come out
and play hut we came out flat.
We weren't prepared to play and
that's my fault."
Hopkins
and
Calloway
Central field similar ballclubs,
employing talented skill players.
improved offensive tines and
identical 6- 4 records Their
many similarities led to a close.
down-to-the-wire Inatchup the
first time around. and McKeel
and Snodgrass said they see no
reason not to expect the same in
playoff football.
The game will take on added
significance for Calloway, as the
Laker% have a legitimate shot at
winning their first playoff hallgame since 1997. After missing
the playoffs for three years,
Calloway got back to the postseason last year but fell to
Tighman in the first round.
"It would he a big step for
us." McKee! said "I'd be proud
of our football team. It would he
another accolade to lag onto this
team, hut also a step in the nght
direction as far as our football
program's concerned. It's a big
game for Laker football."

From Page 1B
two blowout losses at the hands
of district rival Caldwell County
and Fort Campbell.
In losing to Caldwell, the
Wildcats slipped to second in
the district, setting up the
rematch with third-seeded
Murray.
Tngg did regain a bit of its
swagger last Friday in a regular
season-ending 66-6 victory over
hapless Fulton County. a game
which Edwards attended to
scout the Wildcats in person.
Tngg jumped out to a fast
start on the Pilots after hitting
several deep passes in the first
quarter. After establishing a
comfortable lead, they then settled down into their running
game.
"I felt like they were saying
'We've got to get back our confidence' so they really made a
statement early," Edwards said.
"They were really reeling, but
they did a good job of coming
out and making a statement for
themselves."
The question for Edwards
and the Murray coaching staff is

Super Soup Suppers
I hi. Unit ot the seal Sr MC .111
1,110.fen out
It and inside
lisitie.
tire Itsid I
.e to alai,
low of the
sooi.
ttere Alt
,.1,1) different
,s pes and ila
a
sort IC5
perfect how to
dean out the
freezer Of last
up lettos els
title me a le*
By Mr More • recipes We feel
Mark Anderson sour tennis
sill irr,r

Tried & True
Recipes

Potato and Look Soup
Its, Mr MOM
• leek.
hag ot
1 polalot, quarieted
ten suck. hash Mounds
1/4 sup Maier
I/2 sup stalk
aro
I/2 sup light
I 41 chwken stick
04 heasgron fresh shopped chefs"'
2Teash.hopped .elers and slut
.1•
I 9 teaspoon ...lets seed
rusks to gantsh
Peel and quartet the nouns-.
Ph-pate the leek‘ its rem°.mg the
.ieen portion. teser•ing tint anothei
if &sued Cut Sown the ,emit'
lengthwise and wash thotoughls (bar
the white portions finch and saute
lightls with the s hopped shallot. in
halt the twain it 3 7 minutes Add
I quart ot water of audit* Nock.
teats•41 of salt .elery, equerterra potatoes and simmer 20.21 now
ute. Remose potatoes and leek. to
• .mall Meal rews•tag using a plea
t., math., mash to • puree in return
,Ar purer to Ihe "%Alai! .aleri Stir
•he milk "earn and remaining
reheating ••••• minute if need

',I Season to taste with salt and pep
pet (tarnish with passles.ctoutons
cheese. baton his and ctsk
rs

Grandma's Cabbage soup
By Mickey Grant
onion mimed
I hp soy •aucc
I/2 tablespoon nutlet
1 tablespoon ruse od
I bead green iabbage
2.1 cloves galls minced
4 cups hoist slink
Salt and item.'
I tablespoon mimed pardc)
Pork Taff rat, I 41111011A1 I
I 2 .up long grain rice tithed
I ightls saute the onion in 4,10,
081 and bullet in a cam titan until
translusent
Shred the cabbage and stir in
Add mimed garlic
Make Ilse brown stock and bung
hiells to a hod
Add steak. sos ,alhe and spare
ribs ii using,
Simmer the soup at low heat set
ling for ahoia iii minutes or until
ohs are tenslei adding rinsed uncooked
the during lam 12 14 minute. 01
cooking
'season to taste %rill salt and peppet 11 desired
Variations E.&role Kale Kok
l'ho. 01 Napa Chinese Cabbage MAN
tie substituted it sahts.age !Amor.,
Pork haw moo he used in plate of
Morn sInk Onions can he sauteed
at start auth a slice ot shopped
panketta instead of using hatter
This nett re ape was inspired its
an .ild friend and moles., Darts
Futches i es(TN one know. iiriffN I After
eating it at hi. holl•C I tell in lose
with 'hi. wrIp

Marry Oxtail Soup
By Mr MOM
1 pounds woad%
2 poundn heel oe pork hones
ittol•

OfIt011s
Jones gall.
I or 2 celers stalk•
I leek
bay leases
to I tablespoons each butler
and ohs e iii
to 3 poistoes
flour or other this Lever (optional
salt and peirircl tit taste
In a st,skpoi Or heavs cast iron
lbash °see brown 2 tablespoons ot
hulter and 2 tablespoons of ohs e oil,
two or three tarots two 0010(1, cut
into slices and herbs to season
When segetables begin to take on
.01,,i rellitOf from the sits \pot and

the osen
Alter the oxtails take on suffi•
c wilds i,,asted color. add fo,e cloves
gulls and btovin for 10 minutes
When the garlic becomes roasted.
mash it into the oil Add %Jiff. only
enough to cost.' Return the swots.
. a
onions and add two has I
rib or 1.0 01 celery cut into inch
pieces a shipped leek it sou fuse
one a sprig ot thy me and other herb.
amt s,.ur Chrrtr.r and salt and pepper
lo taste
Simmer on the lowest heal tor I
1/2 hour.
You can add quartered potiltres dui
ing the last halt hurt id cooking II
sou like a miser sto. k thicken mob
orlistarlb of Wondra Hour during
the last bout
I would lose to hear your favonie
coup. please send me an email at
mrmommurray Ohelletuth net Of ante
Murtm, Ledger & Tunes. Has my
daughter says 'Thai's • keeper' Mt
lose tonight cook with your chdWen

Pm
No 9 Arizona State at UCLA. 2 30 p m
No 10 Georgia vs No 17 Auburn, 230
pm
No. 11 Virginia Tech vs Florida State
230 p.m
No 12 Southern Cal at No 24
Caldorma. 7 p m
No 13 Michigan at Wisconsin, 11 am
No 14 Hawaii vs Fresno State, 10
pm
No 15 Texas vs Texas Tacit, 230 p.m
No 16 Connecticut at Cincinnati, 230
Pm
No 18 Florida at South Caroltna. 8.45
pm
No 19 Boise State at Utah State, 2.05
pm
No 20 Clemson vs Wake Forest, 11
am
No 21 Alabama at Mississippi State,
11 30 a.m
No 22 Tennessee vs Arkansas, 11:30
anti
No 23 Virginia at Miami. 6 15 p m.
No 25 Kentucky at Vanderbilt. 1 p.m.

From Page 1B
the best single season ever at
MSU with 1,477 minutes in goal
surpassing Annie Fortier's 2004
mark of 1,422. Isbell also
recorded four shutouts in 2007
and ranked fifth in the OW'

with a goals against average of
1.36 per game.
-Tara physically pushed herself and was one of our hardest
working players in preparing for
the season," Acreman said.
"She lacked experience, but as
the season progressed she
improved and has the potential
of becoming one of our team
leaders."
"When you have someone of
2007 ALL-01.10 VALLEY COMMENCE
WOMOCS SOCCER TEAM
SECOND TEAM
Player. School Yr Poe Nornelown
Gayle, Winters Samford Jr GP(
Jan,. an. UT Martin Sr D
Aroma Goshen Eastern Kentucky So 0
Cindy Sulker Samford So 0
Karma Mayor. Norm left Sr. 0
Kolbe Floyd Eastern tenors Sr MF
Vanessa Hart Southeast Walloon Fr KW
CNA Muller Eastern Kentucky Fr MF
Ashby Becks Arabi Peey Jr F
Astra Ruston. Swiftest liAlesoun Fr F
lama* Stannous. &Weal Mersa Sr F
ALL-NEWCOMER
NV"Scheel Yr. Pee lesseeloren
Aseasy Ronan Southeast Missouri Fr F
Lauren Cook, Sambre Fr F
Tare Melt Mulvey WM* Pr. Olt
Celityn Eaterinout Egoism Minor F. PA/F
ValVaaaa Had Southeast Miaow Fr MF
Colette Norrehour, Sernliaist Fr 0
Eric Ammo Morehead Sate Fr F
hecheit• normal Austin Petry Fr
Mary Serntain Samlord Fr NIF
Carly Muller Eastern Kentucky Fr MF
Taw Bro., Tennessee Tech Fr D
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attributes,"
physical
her
Acreman said. "The sky is the
limit in her position."
The Racers lost to 2-1 in:
overtime to Eastern Illinois'
Tuesday in the first round of the

Raghto
and to
are ree

No bait
schedu

The ful

OVC Tournament, but their II

overall wins and six league wins
in 2007 are both program
records.
TODAY'S WISP SPONSORED IT

Lindy SvIter
WON Wyly hum Apar

Romig,
and Se
of Cou
Reguls
Affirm
11246

(;oven
Drug')

To an.. on 'or co inseams
[WWI IA wary'

nal Mete ft.•753-5402

TV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
8:30 p.m.
ESPN — Louisville at West Virginia
8 p.m.
VERSUS — TCU at Well
GOLF
12:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA Tournament of
Champtons first round, at Mobile Ala
10 p.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour/PGA Tour
Australasia HSBC Champions second
round at Shanghai China
PREP FOOTBALL
8 p.m.
Godby (Fla (at Tallahassee
FSN
Lincoln (Fla
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
TNT — Detroit at Chicago
9:30 p.m.
TNT — Dallas at Golden Slate
SOCCER
7 p.m.
MLS playoffs, Eastern
FSPN2
Conference champtonship game
teams TBA
TENNIS
11 a.m.
VERSUS --- VVTA TOUI Sorry Ericsson
Champtonships round robin at
Madnd Spam

Are
Giving Away
This
Scooter!
Every Time You Sell Us Scrap
or Buy A Part Register To Win This Scooter
To Be Given Away December 15, 2007.
1850 State Route 121 South • Murray, KY
Key remsioyeas not elude to &nap

error. I

Propos'
Field A
Propos
Openin

•Soccer

in what form will the Wildcats'
multi-faceted offense show
itself Friday night?
"We've debated was this
(early passing display at Fulton
County) a philosophical change,
a personnel change or just something they felt like they cuukl4o_
with Nihon County,- he said.
"They are a diverse offense
every game and I fully expect to
see an empty backfield and then
two tights and three backs,
maybe even on consecutive
plays.at that."
Edwards said it is crucial for
his squad to score early and get
the upper hand on the Wildcats
in the first half instead of forcing
themselves into a game of catchup. Another key for the Tigers
will be the ability of their
receivers' to make catches
against Trigg's tight man coverage.
The Tigers will also suffer
from lingering injuries to otTensive lineman Justin Doyle, linebacker Tanner Richerson and
lineman/running back Adam
Heskett. All three will play.
Edwards said, but none will be
1(X) percent.
The winner of Friday night's
catfight in Cadiz will advance to
the second round and face the
winner of one-seed Caldwell
County and four-seed Heath. It
wont get any easier for
whichever squad escapes the
First District. either. A likely trip
to state No. 3 Green County is in
the works for the winner.

tel hide
Replenish olise ,a1 and butter if
need he and add 4 pounds ot outads
and about I pounds gelatinous hones
do not
Broun turning and basting
•Ilos to Jr. The Ivoss ning step can
ako be accomplished hs roasting an

Collet?, Football
By The Associated Press
All Times CST
(Sub(ect to climes)
Thurso:Jaye Germ
No 6 West Vegeta vs Louisahe, 8:30
m
Saturday's Gomm
No 1 Ohio Stale vs Ilknoss, 2:30 p.m.
No 2 LSU vs Louistana Tech. 7 p.m.
No Oklahoma vs Baylor, 530 p.m
No 5 Kansas at Oklahoma State. 7
p.rn
No 7 Missoun vs Texas MM. 1131)
am
No 8 Boston College at Maryland, 7

Murta.
Tied e.
RegentState 1
10:00A
26, 20C
the bid
(270iii(

LI
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$8.2.5 Column hick,60% Discount hid Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Miqt Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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$8.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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Sealed proposal. for the construction of the Apron Area, Concrete Building Pad
and Access Road for the Proposed 10 unit T-Hangar at the Kyle-Oakley Field
Airport in Murray, Kentucky will be received by Jim Fain, Chairman, MurrayCalloway County Airport Board, 544 Airfield Lane, Murray, KY 42071 until 1:00
p.m local time on November 27th, 2007 Bids received after this time will not be
accepted and will be returned unopened
At this time, ail proposale will be publicly opened and read aloud for the following
development
'Construct Apron Area, Concrete Building Pad and Accese Road for the Proposed
10 unit THangar
'Envelopes containing proposals shall be addreseed and identified as follows
PROPOSAL. KYLE-OAKLEY FIELD AIRPORT
CONSTRUCT APRON, BUILDING PAD AND ACCESS ROAD
CONFIDENTIAL(DO NOT OPEN)

The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative, an educational agency
located on the Murray State University campus, is accepting applications
for a full-time (245 day) Administrative Assistant for the professional
development activities and financial operations. Communication, accounting, and other computer skills required. Knowledge of Microsoft Office
Software and Internet skills are desired. High school education or equivalent required. Position immediately available with salary commensurate
with years of experience and educational background and in accordance
with approved WKEC salary scale.
Candidates must submit a resume of professional and educational
experience, three references, and a cover letter to:

John C. Settle, Executive Director
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
420 Wells Hall, Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3318

IV Jim Fain, Chairman
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board
544 Airfield Lane
Murray, KY 42071
Proposals for the Comitruction of the Project are to be opened in the Kyle-Oakley
Field Airport Terminal Building at 1:00 p.m., local time on November 27th, 2007.
Proposals may be hand delivered to the Chairman immediately prior to the Bid
Opening.

Inquiries should be directed to John C. Settle at 270-809-6975.
Application will be accepted until 4:30 PM.(CST)on Monday.
November 12, 2007.

Plana may be obtained from ENTRAN Engineering. 555 Marriott Drive, Suite 275,
,Naahville, TN 37214 upon payment of $75, a non-refundable deposit. Direct telephone line:(615-238-2730) - Attn: Chad Smith or Bill Stout.
Each sealed proposal shall be accompanied by a certified check, cashier's check,or
satisfactory bid bond, in a sum that is not less than five (51 percent of the aggregate amount of bid, payable to the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board.
The succeseful bidder will be required to execute Contract and to provide Contract
Surety in an amount equal to one hundred (100i percent of the bid amount for performance, and a bond in the amount equal to one hundred (100> percent of the bid
amount guaranteeing the payment of all labor, material., and etc.
butes,is the
2-I in
Illinois
of the
heir 11

ue
rogram

Rights to waive any formality in any proposed guaranty, to reject any and all bid..
and to negotiate with the apparent low bidder to such extent as may be necemiary,
are reserved.
No bidder may withdraw hoi bid fore period of ninety 90)calendar days after the
scheduled closing time for the receipt of bids
The following provisions apply to this contract:

•

191014

Foreign Trade Restriction: Denial of Public Works Contract. to Suppliers of Goods
and Services of Countries that Deny Contracts to Suppliers of Goods and Services
of Countries that Deny Procurement Market Acces. to U.S. Contractors (DOT
Regulation 49 CFR PART 30).

Government Debarment and Suspension and Governmentwide Requirements for
Drug-free Workplace(DOT Regulation 49 CFR PART 291

Murray State University is accepting bids from qualified contractors for roof replacement on White.
Regents, and Elizabeth Halls on the campus of Murray
State University. There will he a pre-hid conference at
1000AM, November 19,2007. Bids will open November
26. 2007 at 200PM. Contractors may receive a copy of
the bid advertiftement by contacting Steven Stapleton
1270)809-4099 and referencing C-1548-08.

PUBLIC AUCTION
.le Ala

'GA Too
S second

Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whftnell Ave
Saturday, November 10, 2007 • 8:00 am.
'nits to be sold are A-31, B-8, B-38, B-65, E35. F-3.
F-5. F-8 and F-11 due to non-payment.

assee

Av.--muu.11
In Memory of

torn
me

Kenneth Ray
"Wormy" Myers
10121170 - 1117106

Encsspr
at

9

The Weo Kenna ky Maar animal Cooperative is an equal opportanal employer

Arbor Place of Clinton
"Together We Make a Difference"
*Sign-on bonus available*
LPN FT position 3-11 & 11-7
Monday thru Friday only.
CNA FT position 3-11 & 11-7
PRN positions available
Contact: Trella Wilson, ADM
Arbor Place of Clinton

106 Padgett Drive, Clinton, KY 42031
270-653-5558

Buy Aseerkese Peaswearre C055 4D2Lbrised Meer Code. estiserirat 601).

Affirmative Action to Ensure Equal Employment Opportunity (Executive Order
11246 and 1101, Regulation 41 CFR PART 60)

3-SSet

rin
wk.
JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift idea
Plan
now
for
Christmas!
270-328-8719
Pond Stocking! Tues.,
11/20! The Fish Truck
will be at Cadiz SS
11:00-11:30 Murray
Henry-Farmers Co-op
1215-1:00. 1-800335-2077 or
wwsv.kyfishtruck.com
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for theu
activities.
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Help Walled

If Tears Could Build A Stairway
If tears could build a stairway
And memories were a lane
We would walk right up to Heaven
And bring you back again
No farewell words were spoken
No time to say goodbye
You were gone before we knew it
And only God knows why
Our hearts still ache in sadness
And secret tears still flow
What it meant to lose you
No one will ever know
But know we know you want us
To mourn for you no more
To remember all the happy times
Life still has much in store
Since you'll never be forgotten
We pledge to you today
A hallowed place within our hearts
Is where you'll always stay.
Love,
Your Family

GOOD used refogera
tors, electric ranges
gas heaters, air condi
boners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting 753-4109

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

6 45

Ike 1 p.a

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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ALL positions.
person
Apply
in
Dumplin's,
305 S. 12th St.,
Murray, KY.
ASSISTANT Manager
position. Minimum 6
months in high volume
cafe/restaurant. Willing
to work varying shifts
including nights &
weekends. Prefer coffee expenence. Apply
in person at Fidalgo
Bay Coffee.
PADUCAH Real Estate
Licensing class beginning November 8 270223-0789

NATIONAL RENAL ALLIANCE
Siazoi Stara awn Chewy The Nem Partner

Dialysis RN
Full-time and PRN
National Renal Alliance, an outpatient dialysis facility, is searching for dedicated, full-time and PRN
RNs to ensure optimal patient care at our Caldwell
Co, Dialysis Center in Princeton, KY RN candidates most have a current KY RN license and 1-2
years clinical expenence. Dialysis expenence
strongly preferred, but will train
NRA offers
health, dental, vision, disability, life, 401k, and paid
time off, Apply online at wvoy.nationalrenal.com.
Resumes may be sent to
irushingenationalrenal.com or you may contact
Leslie Rushing at 270-365-7688.
NRA is an equal opportunity employer.
06
We Wooled

ASSISTANT
SALES
MANAGER
TRAINEE
I am looking for an
IN-HOME sales
professional to assist
me in my business
in the Murray area.
Ideal candidate will
have a direct sales
background with a
proven track record
Must be prepared
to Accept
Mgt. Responsibilities
upon completion
of training
Leads Furnished.
Non- seasonal.
No credit rejects.
Recession proof.
Major l'S corp.
Our average
Assistant Manager
earns salary plus
commissions ol
550.000 and up
If you qualify, call
270-554-4620
and ask for
Mr. Rouse
V.P. Of SALES
BUSY medical office
has an opening for a
part-time LPN with a
starting hourly rate
$16. Part-time RN
hourly rate $26. Parttime NP hourly rate
$45. Forward resume
with 3 references to:
P.O. Box 1040-0.
Murray, KY 42071.

We
•Payroll
•Sales Tax
•Short Cuts end more
Coaciiernso tor nspbtrotion .rtformsety.
•21411134 or
Learn

060
ihip Ranted
CHURCH
Receptionist/Secretary
, 32-1/2 hours, 5 day
work week, need
excellent computer
skills, preferred. Send
resume Care of
Reverend Richard
Smith, First United
Methodist Church 503
Maple Street Murray,
KY 42071
COSMETOLOGIST
opening: Monday.
Friday. $10 hour, full
time with 401k, vacation & medical benefits. Fax resume to
270-444-0389

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to lotinetwodc.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
Ibis website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray arca
job listings. Thank you.
DO you love worldng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
AMIN' 131
Wee Care
109S 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

060
Help Waled
FULL time child development teachers need
ed at Room to Grow
Preschool. Apply in
person 109 S. 13th St.
No phone calls please.
FULL time help needed. No experience necessary, Apply in person
at Signmasters 7:30430. 8503
U.S.-Hwy-68
East,
Benton tFatrasattrig)
GREAT Opportunity!
Expanding! Full-time
experienced salesperson. Part-time warehouse. Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture,
3060
Hwy. 641N,
Murray, KY 42071.
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following
positions:
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time, SRNA 6A-2P fulltime, SRNA weekend
option 6A-6P or 6P-6A.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066
HVAC
Local heating & air
contractor looking for
experienced sheetmetal mechanics and
service techs. Pay
based on experience.
Send Resume to:
P.O.-Box 1597 Murray
KFC
now
hiring
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders. Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St.
LPN needed 2-3 days
per week at the Allergy
and Asthma Clinic. No
Fridays or weekends.
Send resume to 2957
US Hwy. 641 North,
Murray, KY 42071.
Please include 3 references.
MAX Fuel Express is
now hiring a Truck
Stop Manager. This
position requires excellent communication
and sound decisionmaking
abilities.
Applicant must also
exhibit strong leader
Ship skills and have
Fuel Desk expenence.
Max Fuel Express
offers competitive pay,
paid vacation after one
year of employment,
and a 401k plan. If
please
interested,
send resume to Max
Fuel Express (BP).
2185 US Hwy. 641N,
Murray, KY 42071,
EOE
NEED HOUDAY
CASH
$9hr after paid training
+Benefits Part/Full
time -flexible schedule7-days a week.
1-888-974-JOBS
T0791 10507

[_

Now hiring
smiling faces for
Night Shift.
Apply in
person
at Wendy's.

LONG solid pecan dining table with 6 chairs,
two with arms, lighted
china cabinet Good
shape, 94-E $495.00.
Call cell
(270)556-4898

150

Equenewit

Articles
For saes
12'X24' storage build
ing w/front porch, new
$3.900 firm. 270-492
8222 or 270-293-2531

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $160
each. 270-492-8614
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

WANTED: Part time
Executive Director:
Angels Community
Clinic is If1 need of an
ARNP/RN as the
Executive Director.
This position is part
time Monday,
Wednesday and
Thursday about 25
hours a week. Anyone
interested may mail a
resume to Angels
Community Clinic,
1005 Poplar St.,
Murray, KY 42071 or
you may bring your
resume by the clinic
office Monday-

Calloway County
Pictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

TRACKHOE
1080
case, solid machine,
working daily.
'Dozer
HD11E
Allischamber. solid old
machine, working daily.
(270)345-2773 nights

quernsm
OSCAR'S Outdoors
1539 West Broadway,
Mayfield, KY. Guns
gun repair, Benellis,
scopes. 270-247-6100
or 705-8838.

rial

Homas For Sale

**OWNER
FINANCING***
No Credit Check>
1999 model 3BR 2BA
singlewide, pool. Clean
& nice. $3,500 down,
$495 monthly.
753-2222
**OWNER
Financing2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $5,000 down
$695.00 month, Hazel
41170276310.30111

-flit business office at
the Allergy and Asthma
Clinic has an opening
for
Monday
thru
Thursday. Experience
in CPT coding, ICD-9
coding. data entry, and
account receivables
knowledge preferred.
Please send resume to
2957 US Hwy. 641
North, Murray, KY
42071. Include three
references.

LARGE lyr old play- 'OWNER
fort: wood, sandbox, Financing"
swings, rock climb, 94 28x66, 4BR, 2B
slide, monkey bars, $5,000 down. $650
$750. 978-0881
month, Murray nea
SATELLITE System lake. (270)753-1011
FREE
2002 Fleetwood 16x
Get a 4-room FREE. 3BR 2BA. Northern
FREE OVA or HD insulated, extra nice.
upgrade. FREE 6 270-489-2525
months of HD pro
2006 16x68 Northern
gramming
w/HD
built Fleetwood Manuupgrade. Get months 3
factured home. Shingle
FREE of HBO &
& vinyl with 10ft, front
Cinemax.
porch and brick Nailite
Programming starts at
skirting. 28R, 1BA.
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
$29.900 or finance for
for local networks. Call
$1,500 down payment.
Beasley Antenna &
$308 monthly. 1-800Satellite for more info.
455-3001
759-0901 or toll free:
2BR, fenced-in 1/2
877-455-0901
acre lot, $10,700.
STRAW for sale. $2.50 753-6012
bale. 227-7352,
'96 16x80 Fleetwood
753-4582
2BR 2BA. All electric.
$1,450. Call 759-4305

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST WANTED
Fl7F1
For upscale therapy
practice in Murray. KY
Excellent Salary/Benefits
Fax Resume:
270-767-0471

rilial

anesec CNIOcars

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270
759-9553

11111211MOhnees

I clean homes and
Cell
businesses.
phone
1(616)835-8647.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

LOVING mother will
watch your infant in
my Mayfield home
Amy (270)227-3420

NICE 3br, 2ba on 1.4
acre only $45,900 near
Lynn Grove. Call Diana
at 270-703-2885 MTG
Real Estate

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713

14X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768

15 year established
hair salon for sale. Call
293-3591

a pat Maud
subscribe to the ...
MURRAY

oComputer
Connection

LEDGER&TIMES

3 Sycamore .752.0438
Computer Sales/Service
Networking Services
We Pnnter & taping Racer
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Idlowa%

3 sum
yr...--...$164.00

3 ma.

All Other Mall
Subscriptions
3 ow.

6 mo.
00
I yr...-..-.3120.00

6
I

Rest of KY/TN
,Purveak 2 Flo. hanso

1

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

Local Mall

Home Delivery
428.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

I Check

Money Order

Visa

MX

Name
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

I St. Address
I
City

BUYING old U.S. coin
and pocket MUM collections. 293-6999

I State
Zip
I
Daytime Ph.___
I '
Mail this coupon with payment to

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h,
Murray.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270) 753-1916
5,
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EFFICIENCY apart
ments for rent Some
uties paid No pets
787-9037

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 2113
Sic oinl I ss,, liuluoini Apartments
Heal and Air

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with NI appliances incluebog washer 8 dryer $345/mo
or
(270)759-5885
(270)293-7065

rranglewood
iApartments

NICE 213R duplex.
Carport. No pets, 2273054 or 753-7457
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt, water
paid. evadable now, no
pets. 753-59130

1750 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
livo bedroom: $434
• Free Cable • Washer/Dryer
Provided • All Electric w/ Central
Heat & Air • Range, Dishwasher,
Refrigerator & Garbage Disposal
Provided • Carpet & Ceramic Tile
• Patio/Deck

NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mut-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 41-800-648-6056
VERY nice large 2
All applibedroom
Immediately
ances
available $400 4892741

Call Joy for details... 270-762-1044
TrY# MX1-648-6056

Houses For Rent

Some restrictions apply

2, 3 & 48R houses
deposit
&
Lease
required 753-4109

Apartments For Rent
119 East V Drive 29F1
IBA, washer, dryer,
stove. & refrigerator
furnished Smoke-free
work
yard
Water,
included $415 monthly 270-227-5722

2-BEDROOM. 2-bath
on 1/2 acre, very
clean, no inside pets.
5275 00 a month plus
deposit, references
required (270)6236314 (270)978-6492
3 bedroom 1 bath goobbwide trailer Central
heal & air, $325 monthly plus deposit No
pets. 270-436-2096

28R 2I3A. garage, all
appliances $650 4365685
28R duplex. nice.
CO1/A, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

313-01 Doublewide, w&d
hook-up $350/month
.deposit. 497 Post
Oak Dove
21311 singlewide.
$260/month • $200
deposit 191 VVrine
Oak Drive
153-4228 leave messaga
38R. $275 753-8012
- No pets
-01
NICE -213
753-91368.
Apartments For Rent

28R house $375
753-3415

I

bib apts No
1 8
pets Leave a mos
sage 270-753-1970
i Off 2br apt* near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo,
753-4109
1I3R. appliances furnished. Imi form
MSU. 227-7298
.1-13R. 'various locations.
$200,$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
svasherdryer
1BR.
hook-up. carport No
pets. $335 monthly
293-6070
2 or 38R duplex.
CM/A 1 or 28F3 apt
753-1252 day. 7530606 night. 761-3694
duplex
IBA
28R
Appliances. Peggy Ann
Dr 270-753-0259
1101itHW000 eondorMIlume. All appliances Included. 767SUL

213R. 2BA, duplex.
unfurn. newly rodeo.
no pets, near univ. cent
KA. elec. gas. rel. sty.
WV, D,VV. micro. free
high speed Internet,
ex basic cable. stge
shed. carport. Pcrt
deck. 1 200 sq
ref,lease reel $650
435-4001.
depirno
101013 Southwood Dr
28R. word hookup, no
pets. $355 monthly.
Call 293-6070
48R 213A, all appliances, central N/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898
908 Millwood 28R/1
apartment
bath
No pets
$395/mo
references,
Lease
deposit required 2273331
DUPLEX apartment
Like new, located in
Carport.
Northwood
28R. all appliances
with gas heat and central air $495 per
month Phone 7533018
DUPLEX. 2,BR, 1 1/2
bath.all appliances
$525/mo, 436-5885
1300A
DUPLEX
Dr
Valley-wood
$400/mo 759-9920 or
16
293-14,

ATTENTION INVESTORS!!
FOR SALE OR LEASE
2 Stitr I Mice Building
Located at 9111 St.atitort

newly
1BA,
28R
remodeled, no pets
415 S 10th $425
month 270-293-4602
28R, 1-Bath and 313R,
2-Bath in Hazel. C/H/A,
appliances furnished,
no pets, references &
required
deposit
(731)498-8312 after
5 00pm
$450
38R 2BA,
month No pets 701
Broad St 270-2934602
38R, 1BA. Bnck, 306
S. 15th. No pets
S475/mo, 759-4826
LOVELY 38R ranch
1/4 mite from Ky Lake
off Hwy 119 2 bath
large 2. car attached
garage open concept
living area, plus den
NO PETS -Deposit
1111,000 mond*, rental
$750 731-232-8150
NICE bnck 2 bedroom.
416 N 8th, no pets,
$500 plus deposit.
489-2741
UPSCALE residence
3/2 ranch on Melrose
Dr City utilities and
schools All electric 2
Large
car garage
fenced yard New central HVAC system
Annual lease $900
monthly Ray 270-7670615
Re**

1101,1,1 SS
k(.l
sl I I -5 I

FOR Rent
Boat & RV storage
12x36 units
111,12 garage doors
Monthly/yearly rates
(270)978-0559

i&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

270-293-6906

1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORM
RioNs,A0.
Impa,„Aar

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9800

Ma

terear Pros
For big

94 East
Huge lot
Proven Income
Property
76.900
753-5856
29 3-7 1 27

•All Size urns
Available
•Now Have

comb control
753-36
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Purchase Area Premier
Bred Heifer Sale

REAL ESTATE AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Saturday, Nov. 10, 2007•10 a.m.

Selling 100 Source Verified Spring Calving Bred Heifers

Saturday, November 10, 2007• 1:00 PM

819 Sha-11a, Murray. KY - Off College Farm Road
Real Estate will he offered al 12 Noon

Mairriq L

AMMO
•ADVERTII
can place
classified
Kentucky ,
for as woe
one order,
mint. For
contact th,
depadmen
noesPePer
1 -502-223-Become
Manager
annual sali
in eight
online prot
by the
Technolog
Elizabettitc
www.ncelu
u, 1-888-F
m
e
patricia.rot
bethton.ed,
AUC
-AUCTION
November
Loaders,
Trucks 8
Morehead
Flerningsb,
Thor
Al
#RP7096,
5904,
lions corn
BUE.
FOR
•CONVI
STORE/01
w/Gas Tar
approx. 2
Grayson I
Call Bob E
BWE, 606

Livingston County Livestock. Inc. • Ledbetter, Kentucky
FOr
All heifers are guaranteed bred to bulls with known EPDs and have met
stringent requirements for health, quality, and pelvic measurements.
1-or more information contact:
Larry Reber, Kentucky Beef Network at 270-210-4564
Todd Powell, Calloway County Extension Service at 270-753-1452

This nice 1 bedroom. 2 bath brick house with large living room and dining
room large den with fireplace, eat-in kitchen, laundry room. lots 01 cabinets
us
& xlosets, sery spacious 2 hay carport with lots ot storage. Please let
chow you.
item: 15% don n dos of au( non, halante in 30 days, possession berth deed
Make sour lead base paw and all other in3ixerrons now.
Mrs. I>orothy Perry Estate
Personal Proven!, 9 place setting ol Johann Ilauland (lima Basans Germany *54
traditions & china one line cherry hedrisam 1 piece tine three piece bedroom suite
- nice hand painted table lamp other nice table lamps and lamp tables color t s
&
queen ludeabod seta odd chain & recliners - small child's nicker - maple table
- roe
camas - num dela* tab'. Is a deers - mos pier Auer Ispielid Mies raters
marls
lase
&
hand
cotton
locker
loot
&
trunks
camel bask trunk also ilat top
chairs
bedspreads pillows baby bed -bed linens Kids, saCuunisleaner suaight
costume ievielry nice exercise bicycle' nice frost free refrigerator with ice maker
sutufnrik washer & dryer - electric heaters & fans electric grill counter scales
dishes old pocket knot.. old 2 wheel doll c:art day curl 111ii %eh. id %kJ,'
Joule cake plate - cake pans nice
baking dishes Bull dishes lire King pieces
appliances
clean Resere pins di pans baking dishes L'orningaare small kitchen
hatsare milk glass looted saints lanips hob nail mull glass sand) lamps
I .hristmas decorations - (on hedge trimmer MU)grill • wash tub - stone pieces
porcelain pieces two walk hchind lawn MO.CIS with baggers cast mix pieses
nheclhorrow step ladder toaster osen hand & yard tools gas edger tinlge
• lots of picture frames some with
trIMMCI, hunks - king sire bedspreads & pillows

Sponsored by University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service,
Kentucky Beef Network, Livingston County Livestock, bvingston
County Cattlemen :s Association,
and the Kentucky Department of Agriculture

VERY nice commercia
building for lease ir
Hazel, KY Over 8,800
S.F. Great tor retail,
office*, restaurant of
any kind of business
Has parking lot, central
h/a, and security system $1.800/mo 270293-9349

DAN MILLER 435-4144, DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 BROKER & AUCTIONEER
PASCHALL REAL ESTATE
Licensed 8 Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays

I;
Y.
Lii..2a

i---

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION)
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
- lOtts, AS 10e00 AAASertsareksy, Ni
-Tem Lamonard Boll Estrato Farm"
Moist wasir

Mowthouet Me-ovens Commit y,
Linos
Moor llso PilloCraolum Co And Marshall Co.
la, KY
...Oak Lowe CommunIty"Ploar Synsoon Hwy 534
Take
348,
Hwy
Along
Symsonia.
01
Side
East
From The
Mile . Or
SE 4 Miles To Rollie Rd. Turn Left Proceed East 1/10
Hwy 1949
From The East Side Of Symsonia Along Hwy 348, Take
SW 8/10
SE 4 Miles To Nance Rd,'Oak Level', Turn Right ProceedRollie Rd
Mile To The County Line, The Road Name Changes To
Proceed On West 1/2 Mile To The Property
hold
AccomitiM Location For Paducah - Benton - Ma
A
•

All.

Mg

AriAIM mr-ems

In 14 Tracts And In Combinations
ES
FINE SMALL TRACTS - FANTASTIC HOMESIT
FARM LAND - GRAZING LAND - GREAT HUNTING
PICTURESQUE WATERSHED LAKE
HUGE AMOUNT OF FINE MARKETABLE TIMBER
Buy Any Individual Tract,
Combination Of Tracts
Or The Entire Property!
II% Dom INi A Iniimeia
ImossIt IN INENNIM Par Tram,
.13_4.-il !J/J.Ilf..
IBelealteb IS Bags
ASIJIYA:i ,1:.L.41.) _i•-lif4 noel Waft Soft 111 iisoan

Tracts Sizes Of 5 Acres To 26 Acres
Fronting Bell Road And Rollie Road
Hom•buliders • Farmers • investors
What A Property - Lots Of Road Frontage
Original Old Someplace With Darns And Sheds
Six Treats With Lake Frontagoll
•-.101as mem -€1.11:Owas
wreeme via.....• sor-jas mawsTract*
Mistamillisll

y Arad
Pow- Meow Maar
FROM THE FARM ...TO SELL AT 10:00 A.M.
CASE 1490 TRACTOR • JD 2940 TRACTOR • IN 54811 TRACTOR
FARM WAGONS - NECKOVER FLAT TRAILER - DISC
SUPPORT IMPLEMENTS AND BARNYARD ANTIOUES

MIES II.. CASH
airL
.3,::, AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
J
RC .

FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
,, it .,./ IliNt, A I•li /(Mil

J

RC

Free Pallets
First Come- First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

.

il Prop. For Rent
msriesi
CorI F
E

pictures in them

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
OFFICE or retie space
evadable Prwie loutbon 753-2905. 2931480

In l7Tram,
(:onthinutionsi

DAN MILLER 435-4144, DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS

AEI Warehousing
Near 5451) $20-50
753-7668

270-436-54%

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES

@ 10:00 AM
ItV. RaoIMO lake
UMW Meilas&Ws N Eat, Obs MaiOwismeg kik
SOUth b
94 West 12 Mies b Fenn. Rum Wield Take Reer, 303 OW
94. Then Proceed East 2.5 Mies b Farm Sam

Ryobt chop saw - R&D 10" table saw - wood stove barrel - honey extractor electric concrete mixer • thou tines Craftsman $ h p. eller - 2 wheel dolly - tool
box for sheet metal - Craftsman wrenches • boxes of tools - socket sets - pipe
clamps - all thread rods - Craftsman tool cart - shop air compressor - C-clamps
- vise gnp - pliers all sizes- Us) Out h1011 - steel bits - pipe wrenches- shop &
sheet metal hammers - nylons tools • nut sets- 24- combination shop anvil Lincoln 225 welder - bench grinder • shop vise - Craftsman bench drill press hand & metal drill bits - sheet metal cutters- 3/4" wrenches & broker box set into gnp pliers - electric & gas line [rummers - leaf blowers- Make:* a- grinder
- portable band SAW - drill motors- 121 electric chain saws • sanders - B&I)cordless cut saw - DeWalt chargeable drill motor - paint sprayer - circle saw - metal
straight edge trimmer tools - Crow pry hors - shop creeper- set of trailer tires truck tool box - trolling motors aluminum angle rods - floor lack & stands 6.x10. workbench- wood block pulley & rope - office ret - fishing equipment
- rods & reels - large lot of milk glass. West Morlan & Fenton glass - milk glass
candy dishes - genuine blue & cobalt - grape stein glasses - hen on nest Sheffield fine china set - Coca Cola glasses - lace edge milk glass - footed glass
candy dish - baking dishes - cookware glass - Ason bottles - twin Isox & mattress - 12) portable 19- I s - Christmas decorations - crochet items - bowl &
pitcher set - 121 stainless Memos - metal safe- table & 4 chairs - nice glass door
china cabinet - handmade tablexlioh from Bahamas - lighted hall tree w/besel
mirror edge Fromm - 22 Winchester model 62A - 22 shot long rifle - 22 Little
Taurus
Champ rifle SSI_R - 12111&1( model 772. 12 SZtiW - 18 Special Falcon
listing
- 22 Phoenix Arms hand gun - 1996 U150 Pickup this is only a partial
Von re‘pon tible for iii udenir Lam h at ridable

Now renting
it 20 S 4th St.
Located '

AVAILABILITY

ulsm=
0
.
10th, 20
Saturday, November

From Murray, KY take 121 SIGN le New Canard,KY.Take Hwy.4441e Bleed
pie Lain Rd.,tars left, Mew Kesim aed
River Baptist Chord,tars
Waterway Tral tithe way le adios. Farrow Lam. See audio dem
Mr. & Mn./Nee Hartipa • Owsen

28R 1 bath $395/mo •
deposit 978-0742

•

Absolute Land Auction

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday, Nov. 9, 2007110 a.m.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I sus I huguid I./nye • Murray, KY 42071

Nturray 1.edger & Times

DOG Obedience
436-2858
JACK Russell puppies
Males only $85 489
6106 after 5:30PM
MALTESE for sale,
Approx. lyr, old. $300
Reg. Boxer
ARC
Approx. 18 mo. old
Brindle, white chest
$250. Boxer for stud,
Brindle, "big dog' 7670143. 227-5166
puppies
SHIH-TZU
dew claws removed.
wormed. current shots,
AKC & CKC $150$350 270-251-0310

1
1

CONSIGNMENT SALE
SATURDAY, NOV. 10 - 10 AM

Sale Sale: OM Fiessernivessmen
Chevrolet Building on Paris-Dresden
Hwy. 54 in Dresden, TN
Tractors, Trucks, Semi-Trailers, Hay
Equipment, Field Equipment, Stock
Trailers, Wagons and
All Sorts of Other
Tools & Farm Equipment
And Lots MQ10 by Day of Sale
TAKING CONSIGNMENTS EVERYDAY
UNTIL DAY OF SALE

yQur equipment, call Marshall at
731-364-3507 or 731-588-4477

Consign

Terms: Cash or Good Personal Check,
Must Show Bank-Letter-of-Credit
NO EXCEPTIONS for All Buyers
Not Personally Known by

20' gooseneck horse
trailer 7-1/2' high
1993 Ford F350 dual
cab ton truck with 5th
wheel Rebuilt with low
mileage 759-1816
400

•WOLFE
BEDS M
month!
Player 12/15/200
Tan TOD,
3
1
www.np.ei
HELP

•Expe
Mechanic
Area.,
Repair. M
hand to
week. Pi
experienc
7627

-Wanted
Business
across
fee to
online at
change.c

Auction Company

Marshall Alidersem
Auctions

<

450 Anderson Rd.• Dresden, TN
Firm Lie. No 4611
Lic No, 1409

1veleoeli Supplies
2
.

1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer New tires.
great condition Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

•SAWMILI
$2990.00
LOGS TI
LUMBER
own Noon
band sassi
ders alt
www.nor
tries.com
Informatio
1363- Etct

3 FAMILY YARD
SALE
1311 Fleetwood Drive,
Campbell Estates
Fri., Nov. 9 & Sat., Nov. 10
7AM-12PM
furniture, Jewelry, area rugs, all sizes
of children and adult clothes, toys

Murray L.

How.

All real elt
is sutler!
!lousing
illegal to a
ence, lunit
ton based
gion, sex, I.
tus or nat,
non le IN
awes. lirni
non
State la..
In the sale
ol real esta
addition
under led.
We will k
advernsinl
is not in vi
persons a
that all du
available
nitA basis
For turthe
'lousing
ments
Rene M

WINS*

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
121 South & 280
Fri. & Sat.
8AM-7
antiques, large bird
cage & accessones.
clothing, furniture,
computer 8 desk.
Encyclopedia
Batannica full set
Lots of stuff.

YARD SALE
1601
Hermitage Pl.
Fri & Sat
7:30-1pm
Bedroom set- trundle
bed. desk, bookcases
chest day bed *kiwi
ding, twin brass
headboard, lamps,
oscrowaves, ping-poog
labia, baby port-a-crib
end tables, clothing
diaries

RELAY FOR
LIFE YARD
SALE
Kirksey United
Methodist

Church
3691 Kirksey Rd.
November 10
8AM-2PM
lots of items

GARAGE
SALE
801 Bagwell Blvd.
Fri & Sat.
8AM-7
old silver dollars 8
proof sets Chnstmas
decorations
Romance novels, old
books Something tor
everyone!

LAN

reloci
c
Mum
buye
bu
2

GARAGE SALE

1.9e A
FRON
built'
$69.91
Cat or
'650

71
Honeysuckle Lane
94W to Lynn
Grove. last turn
right before store
FRI 8 SAT 9-3
Porcelain dolls,
Ty Beanie, TV,
clothing, misc

The Place to
Start.,.. Murray
Led -er & Times

PRIMI
dew I
OCTIO
snow
IMM
call•

CLASSIFIEDS
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

HOME/ BUILDING
SUPPUES

•ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 25-word •BUY
WHOLESALE
4481111.0d ad in 70 White Pine Kiln Dried
Kenliodes newspapers Logs. Dovetail and
for as WM se 11160
Saddle-notch Beams,
one order, one pay- Log Siding, Log Home
ment. For information, Trim Tongue-Groove
contact the classified Contact Brandon Cook
department of this 1-800-467-3006
newspaper or cal KPS
INSTRUCTIONAL
1-502-223-8821
•Become
Dietary *AIRLINES ARE HIRManager
(average ING - Train for high payAviation
annual salary $40,374) ing
in eight months in Maintenance Career.
online program offered FM approved program.
by the
Tennessee Financial aid if qualified
Technology
Center, - Job placement assisElizabethtown. Details tance. CALL Aviation
www.ficelizabethton.ed Institute of maintenance
u, 1-888-986-2368 or (888)349-5387
m
al
-ATTEND COLLEGE
patncia.roark G ncelizaONLINE from home.
bethton.edu
Medical,
business.
paralegal, computers,
AUCTIONS
criminal iustice. Job
•AUCTION - 10 a.m., placement assistance.
November 15, Dozers, Financial aid and comTrailers, puter provided if qualiLoaders,
Trucks & More, 8182 fied. Call 866-858Morehead
Rd., 2
1
2
1
,
Flemingsburg, KY RMI www,OnlineTidewaterT
Al
Thompson
KY ech.com.
PRP7096, 1-304-824CRANE
5904,
www.rmiauc- •GET
TRAINED!
tions.com 10%13P
Crane/Heavy
Equip
BUSINESS
Training.
National
FOR SALE
Prep,
Certification
Placement Assistance.
•CONVENIENCE
Financial Assistance.
STOREJOutdoor Shop
Georgia School of
w/Gas Tanks St Rt. 7,
Construction.
approx. 2 miles from
wyrw.Heavy5.com Use
Grayson Lake Marine,
Code "KYCNH" or call
Call Bob at Century 21
1-866-712-7745
BWE,606-923-9341,
.Training:
national
FOR SALE
NCCER Accreditationweek
Heavy
•SAWMILLS from only 4
Training
$2990.00- Convert your Equipment
LOGS TO VALUABLE Course. Located in
LUMBER with your Kentucky. Statewide &
own Norwood portable National Job Placement
band sawmill. Log skid- assistance.
ders also available. www.amhet.com
Heavy
www.norwoodindus- American
tries.comFREE Equipment Training IInformation: 1-800-578- 866.280-5836.
1363- Ext.500-A.
•WOLFE
TANNING
BEDS As low as $28 a
month! Free
DVD
Player - Order by
12/15/2007. Call ETS
Tan TODAY! 800-8421
3
0
5
wwwnp.eistan.com.
HELP WANTED
•Experienced
Mechanic, Louisville
Area.:
Semi-Trailer
Repair. Must have own
hand tools. 40 Hrs/
week. Pay based on
experience. 502-6377627.
-Wanted
Retail
Business Evaluators
across Kentucky. No
fee to apply. Apply
online at expenenceexchange.com

Murray Ledger ar Tiny. Fair
Houaing Ad Noake
All real estate ads ertised herein
is subrct to the Federal Fair
!lousing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any reference limitation or discnrninanon based on race, color, religion wa, handicap, famthal ste•
tus or national ongm, or ,Mtn
him to make any such reference, limitations or discorruna•
non
Slatr laws torbid dornmmation
in the sale, rental or advertrang
of real estate baled on factors in
addition to those prore-ter
under ledeol law
We wilt knowingly accept An,
advertising he reg....tate which
is not in vailahon ol the law All
persons are hereby mfonned
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportu
nth haws
For mother assistanie with Fair
!lousing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene I' %lam 1703/ MA IC01)

NNW& .1111111•••
•
O1..01, pl...

REAL ESTATE
•For Sale By Owner,
125 Acre Farm Turnkey, quiet, and secluded, great for horses,
beef, and poultry. 540867-9654.
www.helmuthhirrn.corn.
-Lake Bargain! 1+ acre
lake access with free
boat slips. $29,900,
Great terms. Call 800704-3154
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

USED TIRES

Call 753-5606

1994 Infiniti
4 dr.
$1,800 -

•Driver
Guaranteed
Hometime, Company or
Lease Purchase available, BC/BS, CDL-A
and
6
months
Experience Required
800-441-4271 Ext KY
100
*Driver:
Owner
ONLY
Operators
Regional Freight from
Louisville,
$1.24pm
Average! Home often &
weekends. Plates available. NOT forced dispatch. Call Max at T&T!
1-800-511-0082.
-Driver:
REGIONAL
DRIVERS, 37cpm w/2
years experience. Full
Benefits
Package,
Home Every Week,
COLA w/6 months
experience required.
Call 877-354-9039 or
apply
online:
www.averittcareers.co
m.
Drivers- Up to 44e mile
Includes 3e bonus. Paid
orientation,
BCBS
insurance, low premiA
COL
ums. Class
required 866-804-2065
www.transportamorlCel.COM

Hams For Sale

3 Bedroom brick, 80
acres, will divide, St it
464Burne
rd
(270)345-2773

41 TRUCK DRIVING
SCHOOL Training for 3BR 2BA house and 25
Swift, Werner & others. acres with 30'x50'
Dedicated/Regional/Lo metal building. 270cal. Approx. $50.000- 978-0505 or 436-2051
$70.000 yearly. Home
Weekly!
1-800-883- EXECUTIVE home in
0171 Open 7 days a Murray, unique design
with all amenities, 1
week.
acre wooled lot,
replacement cost
440
$500.000 +, sale price
Lots For Sale
$316,000 by owner.
(270)753-9686
LAKE Bargain! 1+
FOR Sale/Lease: 3BR
acre lake access with
2BA lakefront property
free boat slips.
WI dock, 2-1/2 car
$29.900. Great terms.
garage w/ apt. 270Call 800.704-3154
759-9046, 270-9783953
47.5 acres. 35 acres
prime row crop land.
Located 94E, Call 270753-1323 ext. 120

111111 I)!

(2) 7+ acre land tracts
Will combine. spring
fed creek, county
roads for access, good
timber. hunting, NA
land.
$1,900/acre.
Justin Tnpp 293-9569
5 to 295 acres. West
Calloway
Possibe
owner financing 4892116, leave message

2BR House in Murray.
located 206 Walnut
(731)5134-8050

If

III IS I It 111(1!

ace to
Murr ,
Tithes

prices.

2000 Volvo S80 2.91,
Excellent Condition.
garage kept with regu.
lar
maintenance
Loaded has all available factory options.
$8995. 270-873-4199.

South 641
q;P

(ID

Vera
2005 Town & Country
dark
blue,
40,xxx/miles, loaded,
nav., DVD, leather
stow-n-go,
sunroof,
dual power doors & liftgate, $16,500 OBO.
978-0881

1998 Dodge

Caravan
$2,900 - 1 price

QM
,

3 bedroom 2112 bath C/H/A on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.

nice.
753-2905 • 270-293-8595
Remodeled, very

C1:
4

1

11211
Used Trucks

2000 Ford F250 Supe
Duty ext. cab. V8, gas.
1996
$10,000.
Chevrolet Silverado
ext. cab. V8, $5,000.
1995 Camaro V6,
$4,000. Cali 678-6408013

Hill Electril
Since 1966

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured
437-3044.

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk.
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

\

kIIl \l .l
Itro.
l'a‘ lug
759-050 I
753-1537

ME

N Olosi

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534

mealy & special
• locally owncd/opnalte

Chuck Van Buren
FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured 4892839.

759-1151 • 293-2'113
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS

'FR‘N IS
I

\I

I

11.ifilinu
ir)NN
‘,‘

270-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227-6606
731-498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring *Decks
.Vinyl siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
etc. (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd Jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438
PAINT to Please Mike
Espinosa.
270-970-7193(c).
270-873-2233(h)

NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
(270)752-0414
Ask forDarren
Nighteugale

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services
All remodeling.
No job too soWL
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
SEMI -RETIRED
Carpenter.
Start
Immediately.
R.L. Woods. 753-9440
TOTAL Nall Cars
•Spa Pedicuresincludes
massage
chair
Manicures
•Spa
'Acrylics- pink & white
Professionally done by
Amy Curd Salon located at Tangles in
Mason's Commons off
121 Bypass N, Gift certificates & package
special. For more information call 759-2369
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLAGHT
(270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Free EMVILeaks

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies 00 OCCUf
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be rep
utable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any ot its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

3-year old hand tamed
male Cockatiel with
1
cage 2 kittens
orange, 1 gray.
489-5814
FREE to good home:
male Chocolate Lab.
11 months old, all
shots, microchipped,
healthy,
neutered,
Needs room to play.
753-5250

;

WHITE Bobtail kittens:.
house trained. Health/
,
Good with kids, dogs, •
& cats. Choose now.
Will hold till Christmas.
227-1750

Check us out
on the Web!

Small number prepared for disaster, emergency
Families should learn about
what types of disasters or emergencies are most likely to occur
where they live, work and play,
and take first aid and CPR
courses—a vital component of
disaster preparedness.
"Every region of oureountry
is vulnerable to disasters. In
Murray and Calloway County
our biggest disaster threats are
fires, tornados, and earthquakes," said Tory Daughrity,
Executive Director of the
Calloway County Chapter.
"Every family in Western
Kentucky can benefit from following the actions of Be Red
Cross Ready: get a kit, make a
plan, and be informed."
"Preparing for a potential
emergency or disaster doesn't
require a lot of time or expensive equipment and training. In
fact, to help Americans prepare
the Red Cross has developed a
free online tutorial," continued
Daughrity. "To view the tutorial
just
visit
www.redcross.org/BeRedCross
Ready and in less than thirty
minutes you'll learn exactly
how you can become Red Cross
Ready by getting a kit, making a
plan, and becoming informed."

Harris Interactive conducted Calloway County Chapter can
Aid
and
First
the online survey of more than provide
2,500 respondents during April Preparedness presentations in10-16, 2007. Results also person to your local community
group. To learn more about these
demonstrate that:
90% of Americans who have presentations or to schedule one
a disaster kit feel prepared. Yet, for your organization please
ontyltatoottuaitylliRe
contact-Ttry Intaugfirtty at 27060% of American households 753-142Ior
callowayredown a pet, yet only 37% have a cross@murray-ky.net.
plan for their pets during a disasFor more information on Be
ter.
Red Cross Ready, please visit
69% of Americans living in www.redcross.org.
hurricane-prone states don't
Be Red Cross Ready prodhave a disaster supplies kit, and ucts, like American Red Cross
60% don't have an evacuation Emergency Preparedness kits
plan.
and the American Red Cross
64% of Americans have no Emergency Radio by Eton are
evacuation plan, even though convenient ways for families to
27% have had to leave home for get prepared for a potential disat least one night because of a aster. Both products are availdisaster or other emergency.
able at the RedCross.org online
Nearly two fires occur every store or at retailers near you.
month and the Calloway County Emergency Preparedness Kits
Chapter provides victims with can be found at Target and
assistance for food, clothing, Drugstore.com,
and
the
prescription medications, tem- American Red Cross radio is
porary shelter and other special available at Amazon.com, Bed
needs an affected family might Bath & Beyond, Radio Shack
have. This relief is made possi- and Hammacher Schlemmer,
ble by generous donations from
Calloway
County
The
people throughout Murray and Chapter is a partner agency of
Calloway County.
the Murray-Calloway County
Similar to the Be Red Cross United Way.
Ready online presentation, the

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,

CANCER Ova 21-July 22)

Nov. 9, 2007:

***** Your creativity will be

need some personal time to pull
a project together, You might
want to rethink an idea or two.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Others want to dominate, and you need to let them
do just that. YOU Will find their
strong drive and willfulness are
issues you need to deal with.
Aim for more of what you want.
Laugh and enjoy a special relationship.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might need to rethink
a personal or security-related
matter. You also might hear
some interesting ideas that at

According to an April 2007
poll conducted by the American
Cross
and
Red
Harris
Interactive, only seven percent
of the population has taken what
the American Red Cross considers the three steps necessary to
prepare for a disaster or emergency: get a kit, make a plan,
and be informed. With the
severe weather our communities
have experienced this October
and the approaching fire season,
the Red Cross encourages people to take its new, free online
tutorial available at www.redcross.org/BeRedCrossReady.
The tutorial will show visitors exactly how to complete
each of the three steps: get a kit,
make a plan, and be informed.
The American Red Cross recommends: Families assemble or
buy a disaster kit containing at
least three days of supplies in an
easy-to-carry container, like a
backpack. It's also important to
check that stock every six
months and replace expired
items.
As part of your family plan,
each person should know how to
reach family members and
where to meet if they can't go
home.

Horoscope

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might be sure that

Saturday, Nov•mber 10 • 10AM-3PM
2754 St. RL 54 East, next to Happy Holiday Travel

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work,

753-9562

270-753-1916

OPEN HOUSE

rr-eral

$3,400 - 1 price

South 641

$1,900 - 1 price

733-1616

Res., Corn., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

CID

TODAY!

1995 Mazda
Protege

Mowing, Manicuring.
Land"aping &
Leal Vacuuming
SaLiOaction guaranteed

2001 Pontiac
Grand Prix
South 641

SUBSCRIBE

'04 Nissan Sentra
62K miles.
1.8S.
extended warranty to
100K, power, good
condition $7.400. Call
753-2113

LIM
LAWN SERVICE

24 noun salaam

Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult

118 ACRE WATERFRONT wrth dock
built! KY Lake
$69,900 Only one!
Call owner 615-515
5550

kyliesesaksoom or
call 1100-104-31M

<ID

The Stars Show the Kind of

lia
las Presort!

view and access
acreages at bargain

442:i°

Call Lis we will be
glad to help.
hi
I edter St Ileart

i

PRIME lakefront lake

CD)

South 641

Need to sell
your house?

Al new
appliances 5124,900 Any questions call 762-1998

I -fill

tiD

1 pnke

$1,900

vP!!'1'-

Completely remodeled 3BR 2BA. 1,800 sq ft

Iii itpl'upatIAA 1411

South 641

1996 Chevy
Lumina

You express your unusually
strong personality and equally
Cf t% sink
strong sense of direction this
12701-.6 - )\I I
year. You might want to change
NEW
construction. directions or do something very
116 differently. If you allow for that
FSBO.
Thoroughbred Drive, possibility, many opportunities
Murray Estates. 4BR will open up. If you break past
2.5BA, breakfast room, the staid and true, you will feel
family room. Priced to much better. Charisma and cresell. $259,000. Will ativity
merge
this
year.
consider reasonable Surprisingly, you might find what
offer. 753-3966, 293- you wish for there at your
9747, 752-0624,
request. How nice is that'?
SCORPIO understands you.

"
"

LAND WANTED

Looking to
relocate in or close
to city limits of
Murray Serious
buyer wants nice
building site.
2-50 acres
931-206-6767

'
,
Loam

ATTENTION: CLASSA DRIVERS - 4 Mos.
OTR Required. Get the
respect you deserve &
the $U you need!!!
Consistent MILES, PAY
& HOMETIME. Call
888-346-4839 & Cluelthi
Same Day! Knight
Transportation,
Indianapolis, IN. Owner
ops
800-437-5907,
mywknighttrans.00rn.
1989 Bronco 4x4, good
condition. 1-270-376Driver Class-A COL
5649
Multiple opportunities!
'Local Delivery Jobs' 2002 Mercedes SUV
OTR- Home Weekends ML320. Navy blue with
1-866-270-2665 (2 yrs gold pin stripes One
min. exp required) owner, coming off
lease New tires, 149K
www.abdrivers.corn.
miles.
$13.500.
price
•Dnver Driver Trainees Original
Needed! Train and Go $42,500 Call
to Work in 3 weeks. 270-210-0031
Local & Over the Road
Job Placement assistance Ask about Tuition
Reimbursement!
Located in Louisville
area www.tatcdl.com
Truck America Training
1-866-244-3644.
1 price

you are not making your points
at the moment. Heanng off-thewall answers seems to verify this
fact in your mind. This attitude
might not be justified. Try looking
at a situation from a new perspective,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You could be politely
informed that you don't have all
the answers. Coming to needed
conclusions is important, but
lets make them right Don't jump
at any old idea.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** All work and no play
never makes the Gemini happy
Use your multitasking abilities,
and squeeze in the best of all
parts of life A boss or partner
acts in an unanticipated manner
Be ready for the unexpected

by Jacqueline Blgar
called upon, especially as others
might have difficulty finding
viable solutions. Though every
idea you pop off won't be great,
some of them will be. A relationship heats up accordingly.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You gain an unusual perspective because of your willingness to explore some basic
ideas. You certainly don't believe
that everyone must agree with
you. A new beginning is possible
in an investment -- personal or
business.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Keep communication
flowing, and you will be a much
happier person. Doors open up.
and people become more open
You might be amazed by what
you hear. Someone is ready to
try
a
different
approach
Encourage it.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

first appear to be out there.
Evaluate, and you will change,:
your mind very quickly.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) :
***** You are in the position
to take an overview or see a sit-7
uation differently. Grow with positive changes. You will be able to
read past the ObviOuS. What you
like and what emerges Could be
interesting.
BORN

TODAY

Author Carl Sagan (1934), former vice president Spiro Agnew
(1918). guitarist Tom Fogerty
(1941)

*** Knowing when to step
back and allow others to handle
a problem can be considered
nothing but a smart move.
Evaluate what might be going on
within a specific bond. You might
need to clear out, for your sake.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You might have your
hands full, and you are dealing
with more than your share of
stuff. The question might be.
When does this end and begin?
You need to make decisions just
for you. Your creativity emerges
as a strong force.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Knowing when to call it
quits might be more important
than you realize YOU also might

Baker is a domestic medium
hair buff, eight weeks old, male

Cyanna is a Torbie Tabby,
seven months old, female

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-al, 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

I ire mi in,immolation i ontact

(4
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter t.
at (270)759-4141

p.

••••••••••••-••
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LooldouBack
and Mrs. Toni Turnbow
Mr
were married for 65 years Oct.
20

10 years ago
Published IS picture of Trans.
,• cation Secretary
les ICW Mil several project• in the
states extended road plan di a meet ing in city and county officials
and local business k.Mjcis at the
Slunisy Calloway ( ounty Chamber or 0111111Crse I rIC photo was
Photographer Bernard
hs
Stall
Kane Also published is a map
ounty showing the
ii Calloway
emended road plan
as Miss
Kim Howard was
Murray High School and O'Shea
Hudspeth as Mr Murray High
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COWS/ FEATURES
Transgendered uncle deserves
his own role in family album

Rectal bleeding
needs further study

DEAR DR.GOTT: My husor have the pictures cropped.
band went to the doctor's office
40 yean ago
-- MICHIGAN TRANSGUY
Among those elected in the Genafter experiencing a puddle of
MICHIGAN
DEAR
dering how to explain to her
eral Election were lcaire B. Nunn
blood in his underwear. He
for
you
Thank
UY:
TRANSG
father's
their
future children that
as governor. Wendell Ford as lieunot get to see his regular
did
response.
ive
authoritat
your
pargirl,
a
brother was born
tenant governor Pat MCCUISI011
but did get to see
disphysician
to
hesitant
was
us
Anonymo
photos
ticularly in childhood
as district SlalC sellill01, and Lille,
an APRN (nurse practitioner).
cuss this sensitive issue with
in which he appears as a girl.
M Lassiter as circuit judge
He had a
While most of your reply was her brother-in-law or any other
Noel Warren, Rt. 5, Murray. died
stomach X-- family member. Many readers
sound
today about 7 10 a m. from injuries
ray and a
especially agreed with you that the wissustained in a traffic accident at
rectal exam.
how trans- est course of action would be
the intersection of Ky. 121 North
only
The
and the new Highway 121 Bypass.
gendered to talk to John for his input.
she
thing
Births reported include a girl
people are Read on:
told him was
to It. and MIN. Clarence W HernDEAR ABBY: Although the
born in the
lot the 1997-9a school
that his body
don, Nov 6.
wrong body subject is "something that is
wasn't get50 years ago
Mr and Mrs Vernon Sturgeon
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(which
2nd ld James G. Jordan is
ting rid of
will he tn. %.1 SO years Nov 14
wish more husband needs to sit down with
serving with the Seventh Army
the
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understa
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meeting of the Delia Department
dale Road Church of Christ The
lem with using the restroom.
er of the Murray Woman's Club
As a triuisgendered man. I'd new life, and a psychiatrist
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David Tuck
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bleeding could come from a
tumor or colon infection. Let
me know the outcome.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Medical Specialists."
DEAR DR. GOT!': I have
a problem from which I cannot get relief even after seeing several doctors, alternative
therapies, acupuncture, etc. My
problem is the itch. All is well
during the day. The itch begins
in the evening when I relax.
I have hives on my back, and
itch on the palms of my hands,
the bottoms of my feet and
my arms. One some occasions
I can get by until I go to bed.
My feet get hot and itch.
I have eliminated my medications, one by one. I am 82
years of age. This is affecting
my health due to lack of sleep.
I've been battling this for six
months.
DEAR READER: The sudden onset of intractable itching may reflect kidney disease. Ask your primary care
physician to order appropriate
blood tests of your kidney
function and to prescribe medication to malce you more comfortable.
If your kidneys are functioning properly, I suggest that
you see an allergy specialist.
Perhaps you are reacting to
something in your environment
or food. Let me know how
this turns out.
To give you related information, I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Kidney Disease" and "Allergies."
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Since it is impossible to lose two
tricks if the opposing hearts are
divided 2-1, declarer fix:uses his
attention on what can be done to protect against a 3-0 break. This should
lead South to the conclusion that
cashing the ace of hearts after winning the spade lead will result in
defeat if East has all three trumps, as
in the actual deal.
To guard against this, as well as,
to guard against all three trumps in
the West hand, South wins the opening lead in dummy and leads a low ;
ispKtmiviaard his head. Whe341.st
4o2
• • 72 LOA
produces the mile, he plays the ten.
In the actual case, the ten wins
•A K
the slam is home. If the ten loses
and
The bidding:
to West, then the trumps were origiEast
North
West
South
nally divided 2-I and the slam is also
1,
Pass
Pass
I V
safe. If East happens to show out on
Pass
5•
l'ass
4 NT
the first heart lead, declarer puts up
Pass
6•
l'ass
5N1
the ace and returns a heart toward the
6V
queen to assure just one loser. Fijack of spades.
Opening lead
nally, if East plays an honor on the
lira heart lead, South takes the ace,
A safety play allows declarer to
likewise securing the contract.
protect himself against an unfaThe same result cart be achieved
vorable he or the cards ins particular
by winning the first spade in the
suit. The play comes in many forms,
hand and leading a low trump
closed
and can arise in a wide variety of sittoward the queen. In the actual deal,
uations.
Fast takes the queen with the king,
Today's deal features a relatively
but South later picks up the 1-9 of
simple illustration of a safety play
And if West has
and shows the thinking process trumps via a finesse.
all three tramps, he is likewise limdeclarer should employ while plantrick.
one
just
to
ited
ning the play.
So long as declarer makes proWhen dummy appears, it us ohvision for a possible 3-0 break, he is
%IOU, that the slam will be made
certain to prevail.
virtually
tricks.
unless South loses two trump
Tomorrow: Test your play.
K.r, I Valof ti)mboate Inc
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41 Dilapidated

1 Crisp
6 Listens to
11 Rodeo rope

43 Uses a straw

13 Frequent

46 River
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15 Subzero
comment
16 Royal symbol
17 I objectively
18 Pricey car logo
20 Long skirts
22 Blower
23 Make
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51 Tree fluid

53 Nyet opposite
54 Squirrels
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56 Volcano feature
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59 Winter vehicles
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4 Close kin

Glasgow turndown
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37 Many buttons
40 Implore
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29 Foresight
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45 Daughter of

2 Plowed
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Damage
— d oeuvre
Diminish
Shod query

10 Devoted as
time
12 Ambush
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Kingdom

19 Method

Feature Syndicate, Inc
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32 Copper and
lead
34 Beethoven s
Third
35 Vegas lead-in
36 Drab color
38 Radiator part
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39 Planted bulbs

40 Sachet
component
42 Juicy pear
44 Astronomy
topic

Takes
for a ride
47 Cornfield sight
50 Before in

46
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Home Decor • Mexican Pottery & Iron
Jewelry • Bridal Registry

400 Main St.• Murray•767-0007
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Antiques Et Cetera
ANNUAL HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
NOVEMBER 10 • 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

Sunday, Nov. 11th • 1-5 p.,,,.
The Best Refreshments In Town!

We will serve refreshments
with hot cider and coffee.
Come see our booths filled with antiques,
Christmas gifts, collectables, and lots more.
Hours: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
1026 Main St. • Benton • 527-7922

rBE SURE TO REGISTER FOR DOOR PRIZES TO RE GIVEN AWAY!
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Ready for Planting
• lees • Shrubs
• Tulips • Daffodil,
"Kentucky Certified Nursery
Professionals"
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Open Mon. - Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5
HWY.641 N. MURRAN
753-1725
1-800-472-8852 /

305-C S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-5678
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One ofthe largest Selections of
Jewelry & Accessories in the Area
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Alurray Rotary Club invites you to be
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1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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305-AS. 12th
Murray, KY
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ENTRY DEADLINE FRI. NOV.23 AT 5 P.M.
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The Murray Rotary Club inrites you and your group to participate in our annual
Christma,s Parade on Saturday, December 1st. Community participation and support
is what makes this such a unique and wonderful event Please decorate your.float
or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants should
report for line-up at 9:00 a.m. The primary unit feeder route onto
Main Street is 10th Street However, your group will be contacted
on November 29th with a unit number and line-up instructions.

Name of Entry:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone
Group & Entry Description _
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Entries
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
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